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Chapter 1 
 

1. Introduction 
 
The Rani, Jamara and Kulariya Irrigation Project (RJKIP) constitutes three independent 

traditional irrigation systems constructed, operated and managed by the indigenous Tharu 

community (Figure 1).  The scheme is located in Kailali District of the Far Western 

Development Region and covers one municipality and 8 village development committees 

(VDC).  The scheme was developed by the farmers between 1896 AD (Rani System) and 1950 

AD (Kulariya System).  Over time it formed one of the largest farmer-managed irrigation system 

(FMIS) in the country, commanding 10964 ha net.  It is a cluster of three independent Kulos 

each with separate inundation- type intakes from a sub-course of Karnali River - locally called as 

Kaudiya Nallah and an extensive canal infrastructure with 41 branch and sub-branch canals.  The 

Kulos were developed by the farmers with own labor and not much technical input from outside 

agencies. There are three Water Users‟ Associations (WUA) and one Central Committee 

(Federation) that links the three systems together.  Since the FMISs were built, owned and 

managed by the farmers themselves, a strong sense of ownership and hierarchical management 

system exists in these systems and the farmer organizations are typically strong and dedicated to 

the system management and its sustenance. 
 
The Farmers Managed Rani Jamara Kulariya Irrigation Scheme (RJKIS) has un-gated intakes 

from the Karnali (or its sub-course) River. The scheme suffers from frequent wash-out of 

temporary diversion works, shift of river course at the head of the main inlet (diversion) channel, 

erosion of canal banks, sediment deposition at the intake and the canals after every flood and 

also from generally large meandering of the river course. The systems, which have now become 

old, historically suffered from inadequate infrastructure and, over time, have become less 

efficient in terms of water distribution.  The farmers reported that, in the last decade, during the 

insurgency period, the problems compounded because of frequent disruptions in the mass 

participation process to divert water into the canal systems.  To make the matters worse, there 

was a major shift of Karnali river course towards eastern side away from the respective intake.  

As a result, the current scheme is facing the problems of: 

 

(i) Difficulty in diverting water to the irrigation system during low river flow periods while 

uncontrolled flooding and sediment entering into the system during high river flow 

events;  

(ii) Inability to manage the water distribution equitably and efficiently; and  

(iii)Poor road connections within and to market that often become inaccessible from one 

place to another during monsoon.   

(iv) The lack of control of water at the main intake also brings in uncontrolled amount of 

water into the system.  Much of this large volume of water does not serve the crops; 

instead, it directly runs into drains and small streams. 
 
With this background, the farmers of RJKIS have requested Government of Nepal (GoN), 

Department of Irrigation (DoI) for support in rehabilitation and upgrading of the system.  The 

GoN has requested the World Bank for financial assistance as the total cost of the Project is high. 

The project as proposed originally requires sizable amount of resource and time. Therefore, the 
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original scope of the project has been revised and being considered to be carried out in two 

phases. Phase I will focus mainly on rehabilitation and modernization of infrastructure up to 

head regulators of the sub-branch canals of the three Kulo systems, strengthening WUAs and 

prepare for phase II during which time main activities for agriculture productivity will be 

implemented. During Phase I, there will be no investments in the lower-order irrigation 

infrastructure and command area development. Hence, a full agricultural modernization and 

improvement program will be carried out in the second phase; and the scope and activities of the 

second phase will be studied during the implementation of the first phase.   

 

 

  
 

Figure 1: Project area (source, existing canals and command area) 
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Chapter 2 
 

2. Modernization of Rani Jamara Kularia Irrigation Scheme – Phase I 
 

The main objective of the Phase 1 is to improve irrigation water delivery to and management in 

the project‟s command area.  This will be achieved through improving performance of the 

irrigation system and strengthening community-based water management. There will be some 

support to agricultural development. The main aim of the agricultural support during phase 1 is 

to prepare for a comprehensive agricultural program to be implemented during Phase 2. 

 

As noted before, there are three existing irrigation systems. Each of the systems has one intake 

point on the Karnali River (a tributary of the Ganga River) and extensive canal networks of 

branch canals and sub-branches with total length of about 230 km.  The scheme lacks necessary 

infrastructure such as permanent intake and control structures, drop structures, protection works, 

cross drainage structures, and escape structures.   In order to improve the situation, the irrigation 

and drainage systems will require substantial rehabilitation and modernization, while WUAs are 

to be trained to improve their ability to manage the water and maintain the infrastructure.  

 

The proposed IDA supported Modernization of Rani Jamara Kulariya Irrigation Scheme (RJKIS) 

– Phase I Project will have four components:   

 

2.1 Scheme Modernization  
 

The main works under this component includes the following. 

 

Jarahi Nala Channel Improvement:  The three existing canals (Kulariya, Jamara, and Rani 

canals) draw water from Jarahi Nala (also known as Kaudiya Nala); which is a subcourse of the 

Karnali River. The main problem faced by the existing canals is frequent wash-out of temporary 

diversion works , and deposition of boulders and debris by the Monsoon flood on the Jarahi/ 

Kaudiya Nala, raising bed level and reducing flows in the Nala (subcourse) and hence making 

water unavailable at the intake points of the existing canals during winter low flow times.  Until 

few years ago, the WUAs had been clearing debris/ boulders each year manually, during 

September to November, by mobilizing beneficiaries, several hundreds of them used to camp in 

the area for several days for clearing the debris and boulders. This has become increasingly 

difficult for the users to manage.  The project will provide support for improving the water sub 

course/ channel (the Jarahi/Kaudiya Nala) by clearing the flood deposited debris/ boulders. This 

will require use of equipment such as excavator, and likely to be an annual operation around 

September to November.    
 

Feeder canal: This is the only new canal to be constructed under the project, and will link the 

three main branch canal intakes. The feeder canal will have direct link to the main Karnali course 

and will assure the water availability for the three existing canal intake-points of Kulariya, 

Jamara and Rani Canals. It is about 8 km long, from Katase (intake point of Kulariya) to 

Jagatpur (intake point of Rani); and will run along/parallel to the source River Karnali. Feeder 

canal passes almost along the boundary of community forests; degraded land and agricultural 

lands (Figure 2).The top land width of the feeder canal vary from about 18 m to 23 m in different 
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sections. The water depths in the canal vary from 1.8 m to 2.4 m, water widths vary from 15 m to 

21 m, and the canal will have side slopes of 1V:1.5H. Canal structures that will be provided 

include head regulators, canal drops, crossing bridges, culverts. 

 

                          
Figure 2: Head Work Area (Jarahi Nala, Feeder Canal, and Kulariya, Jamara, Rani Intakes) 

 

Rehabilitation and modernization of Canals: This will rehabilitate and modernize the existing 

canals; Rani (20 km), Jamara (16 km), and Kulariya (16 km) branch canals by providing 

necessary control and regulating structures. Specific activities under this component include:  

i) Construction of three intake structures: The project has planned the construction of 3 

separate head and cross regulator (HRCR) in the feeder canal at the location where existing 

system crosses the feeder canal. Each of these HRCR are designed to serve as an intake for 

respective scheme. The size of each would be: L= 40m, B= 20m, H= 5m. These intakes 

regulate water from the Feeder Canal into the existing Kulariya, Jamara and Rani Canals. 

ii) Rehabilitation of Rani, Jamara and Kulariya canals, mainly focusing on hydraulic and other 

structures and to a lesser extent on canal reshaping. Control structures, bridges, road 

culverts and the canal excavation works are the major works. 
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iii) Head regulators and the appurtenant structures of sub-branch canals: An altogether of 41 

Cross regulators and related Head regulators of the sub- branch canals will have to be 

constructed to divert the water in a measured quantity to each sub- branches. The sizes of 

various cross regulators would be, owing to the different sizes of canal at various sections, 

within a range of: L= 5- 8m, W= 8- 15m, H= 3- 5m.  

 

Excavation/ Earth Work: Major earth excavation work is in the construction of the Feeder Canal 

and and its associated structures. The earth excavations at other sites for construction of head 

regulators, for rehabilitation of canals‟ hydraulic structures, and for road upgrading are relatively 

small in scale and these sites are sparsely located in different places in the command area. The 

earth obtained from the excavation will be used for the river training works, wherever practical.  

 

Construction Camps and workforce: The construction of Feeder Canal and three HRCR in 

Feeder canal (Intakes) would require establishment of camps close to these sites (Figure 2). 

Camps will be set up at appropriate locations (camp sites will be decided later, following the 

recommendation made in the mitigation measures of this EMP). During peak construction, about 

100 workers are expected to work both day and night shifts. In average, about 40 to 50 workers 

will be involved for a period of 1 year in the construction of feeder canal. Small make- shift 

types of camps will have to be erected for few workers to stay in as watchmen and caretakers at 

the sites of sub-branch head regulators and road improvement works. The road upgrading works 

may engage around 20 workers at a time. Around 30 to 40 workers shall be engaged at a site of 

flood protection/ river training work. The workers can stay in the villages in their own houses at 

night and come to work in the day time, if local workforce is engaged. In this case, workers 

camp may not be required. 

 

Construction equipment: The construction would require heavy machineries like; excavator, 

loader, dump truck, high capacity pump, concrete mixer, vibrator, roller etc. all operated by 

using diesel and engine oils, particularly for the construction of Feeder Canal and and associated 

structures. Head regulators at the sub-branch canals are relatively small scale works compared to 

the Feeder Canal and Intakes, and also to a lesser degree in rehabilitating branch canals.  The 

concrete mixers and the vibrators are the machines that will have to be used during the 

construction of head regulators at the sub-branch canals. Road upgrading works may require a 

grader and 2 dump trucks along with a roller/ compactor at a site. The flood protection/ river 

training works may use excavators/ front loaders and dump trucks.  

 

Construction materials:  Boulder, gravel and sand may be collected from the areas surrounding/ 

nearby areas including stream and river beds or floodways for the construction of the structure.  

Contractor may purchase these materials from suppliers, or may directly collect them from the 

rivers. Cement, reinforcement bars, admixtures, adhesives, iron gates and channels, pulleys, 

form- works etc. should be brought from the markets for the construction of structures. No 

timber shall be harvested from the nearby forests for formwork and shuttering works.  

 

Command Area Protection Works/ Flood Protection works: The irrigation command area also 

suffers frequently by floods in the Karnali Riveras well as from Mohana, and Patharaiya Rivers 

and some local streams in the command area. The main flood affected areas includes Nuklipur, 

Sahipur, Sati and Payalgaun adjoining the Indian teritory. The Mohana-Pathariya confluence 
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area also faces flood risks. These are existing problems, and the project proposes to carry out 

flood protection and river training activities mainly along the banks of Karnali, Mohana, and 

Patharaiya. The activities may include construction of low-height embankments (typically not 

more than 1 m from the ground), spurs and river bank strengthening actions. Precise activities 

and sites are not-known at this stage. Therefore, project will carry out an assessment on the flood 

risks and prepare a Masterplan for the flood protection works during early stage of Phase I 

implementation. 

 

Improving and upgrading Access Roads. Improvement and upgrading roads (61 km) and 

construction of bridges and culverts are the main activities.  Six existing roads, with total length 

of 61 km will be upgraded for providing access to canal intakes and structure. These roads 

include:  Rani Intake to Khariphant (8 km); Narayanpur to Durgauli (11.4 km); Shivamandir to 

Milanchowk (4 km);  Munuwa to Amarawati (12.6 km); Tikapur to Katase (10.5 Km); and (vi) 

Khakaraulla to Tikapur (14.7 Km). The project proposes to upgrade these roads to all weather 

gravel surface of 3.5 m width of and the height of filling is about 15 cms and few burrow pits 

will have to be dug on the road sides to get some soil for filling the roads whereas, most of the 

soil will be obtained while grading the road. These roads‟ current widths vary from place to 

place, typically from about 8m to 10m. The road access to Rani intake has narrow width of about 

3 m for about 200m stretch, and there will be no widening, except in this narrow section. Some 

short span bridges and culverts will also be constructed. The road upgrading works will be 

confined within the available space in the right of way (RoW) of the existing roads. Except the 

access to Rani Intake, none of the road passes through the forest.  

 

2.2 Strengthening Water Users Associations  
 

This component will strengthen WUAs to assume full responsibility for the O&M of the 

modernized infrastructure. This will require additional skills than the WUAs currently have, as 

the O&M will have to be carried out in a more professional manner.  In particular, the 

component consists of: Training to the members of WUAs; WUA Office Buildings; Office 

equipment and field facilities; O&M Equipment for WUAs; Study tours within Nepal and 

Operation and maintenance of Jarahi Nala.  

    

2.3  Agricultural Production Support 

 

The component will carry out a series of agriculture production support activities in the project 

area through demonstrations, farmer field schools, and other adaptive processes.  The component 

will also carry out several strategic studies to inform phase 2 of the project.  It is stressed that the 

main gains in production increases, diversification of cropping patterns, and assistance to 

improve the marketing of crops will be made under phase 2 when the command area gets 

improved.  The following set of specific activities will be undertaken under the Phase I: 

Assessments; Strengthening agricultural support services (Agriculture Service Center in Tikapur 

and setting up of six additional ACPs); Demonstrations, adaptive research and farmers field 

schools; Training and visits; Quality inputs (such as production of high quality certified seeds); 

Provision of specialist services to assist DADO; and Establishment of three collection centres, 

one each for Rani, Jamara, and Kulariya command areas. 
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2.4 Project Management 

 

The component will support overall project management, staff capacity building, monitoring & 

evaluation, and reporting.  The expected results of this component will be efficient project 

management, including adequate technical, fiduciary, safeguard, and M&E support.   The 

necessary preparation studies for phase 2 of the project will be coordinated including specific 

studies. This will assist DoI with the design and third-party construction supervision and quality 

assurance of the works. 
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Chapter 3 
 

3. Summary of Initial Environmental Examination  
 

An Initial Environmental Examination (IEE) has been conducted for the project, on behalf of 

Government of Nepal, by the consultant ERMC Ltd. and it has been approved by the Ministry of 

Irrigation (MoI) in October 2010. The IEE report is organized in two parts regarding the 

environmental impacts; beneficial impacts and adverse impacts of the project on the 

environmental setting of the location. The adverse impact has been further divided into two 

parts; during construction and during O & M of the proposed project. The main issues identified 

in the IEE document are as following: 

 

3.1 Beneficial Impacts 

 

Employment opportunity to local people, Impact on local economy due to increased economic 

activity, Enhancement of technical skills among the local workers, River bank protection, 

Increase in crop production, higher quality of life, possibility of agro- based industries coming 

up, appreciation of land value, assured year round water for wildlife for drinking etc. have been 

identified as beneficial impacts.  

 

3.2 Adverse Impacts 

 

Whereas, the key adverse impacts are listed as air and noise quality degradation due to 

construction activities (movement of vehicle, use of machines) at intake and structure sites, 

permanent loss of forest area to be cleared for construction of intake and encroachment of forest, 

forest degradation and loss of vegetation for timber and fuel wood, Disturbance and threat on 

wildlife including rare/endangered/protected and threatened species, poaching and hunting of 

wildlife by the workforce, disturbance to natural habitat, movement and seasonal migration of 

wildlife due to canal and construction works, siltation of agricultural fields, cross drainage and 

water logging/flooding, change in river water quality and soil quality due to use of pesticides, 

chemical fertilizer and other chemicals, potential conversion of forest land to agricultural land, 

etc Road safety concerns due to canal crossing,  etc. Few other issues like; change in landscape, 

land use, drainage, river bank protection, erosion etc. have also been raised in the report. 

Alternative measures, mitigation measures have also been suggested.  

 

3.3 IEE Recommended Mitigations  
 
IEE has recommended the following measures for minimizing the adverse impacts. 

 Minimize site clearing / forest clearance, afforest cleared sites with indigenous species, avoid 

cutting or damaging locally important trees, and provide provision for re-plantation 

 Ban hunting and poaching of animal and birds in the project area, and use of traps and guns. 

Workers should be restricted from fishing and hunting. Avoid construction activities at the 

weir and approach road sites during the time of wildlife visits. Provide canal crossings in 

probable places of wildlife movement, and fence irrigation system in risky areas. 

 Awareness programs on the conservation of forest, protection of wildlife etc. 

 Development of community forestry 
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 Avoid dumping of spoils in the river and make proper embankment. Use surplus spoils to fill 

eroded gullies, quarries and depressed area. After disposal, the site will be provided with 

proper drainage, vegetation and adequate protection against erosion. 

 Provide adequate drainage facility, avoid blockage or diversion of natural channels due to 

construction of canals and disposal of spoils 

 Minimize cutting of unstable slope and provide toe-protection measures in unstable slopes 

(including bio-engineering), and re-vegetate cleared areas. 

 Closed area for batching and crushing. Crushing plant should be 60 m away from the 

settlement. 

 Sprinkle water on dry dusty surface at construction sites to minimize generation of air-borne 

dust 

 Maintain vehicles and all equipment to manufacturer‟s specification to minimize noise and 

air pollution. All heavy vehicles shall be fitted with air pollution control devices that are 

operating correctly. 

 Minimize use of heavy vehicles, drilling machines, vibrator in order to maintain the level of 

noise less than 65 dB at a time. 

 Provide air mufflers to the laboures operating with high noise equipment, and face masks to 

workers exposed to high air pollution/ dusts  

 Provision of protective clothing such as boots, gloves etc to construction workers 

 Provision of emergency equipment such as first-aid kits, flash lights, fire extinguishers, 

audible  warning devices, water rescue vehicle, emergency vehicle and phone on site at all 

times 

 Provide drinking water and sanitation facilities to workers (pit latrines). Control open 

defecation. 

 Discourage haphazard disposal of solid wastes (use waste pits and cover the pit with at least 

one meter of top soil. Instruct workforce not to through solid waste including hazardous 

waste into river. Hazardous material should be stored only on impervious floor with drainage 

and collection sump so as to retain leak and spills. 

 Collect and recycle all lubricants and waste oils, or disposed off in appropriate manner. 

Contaminated runoff from the storage areas shall be captured in ditches or ponds with oil trap 

at the outlet. 

 Provide alternative source of energy for cooking and lighting purpose. Common dining 

facility for the labour force and making use of kerosene or LPG gas as fuel compulsory. 

 Repair and enhance public utilities such as drinking water taps, canals, trails, bust stand etc 

along the road alignment  

 Provision of warning signs near to the potentially dangerous areas 
 
 

The main drawback of the IEE report is that the Environmental Management Plan (EMP) is 

generic. It covers activities that are beyond the proposed Modernization of Rani Jamara Kulariya 

Irrigation Scheme – Phase I. 

 

3.4 Review of IEE 

 

Both the WB and GoN team conducted a rapid site visit, and met with environmental 

stakeholders active in the project area. This concluded that although the IEE contains useful 
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background information and recommends a number of environmental mitigation measures, 

additional work is needed to confirm the priority environmental issues, strengthen the IEE 

recommendations as well as to complete the consultations and discuss alternative mitigations 

with environmental stakeholders, to update/ elaborate baseline information on the main/ priority 

issues, to detail and make mitigations as site specific as possible, and to improve clarity on 

institutional arrangements/ responsibilities with regard to environmental mitigations and 

monitoring.  It was agreed that, building on the IEE, Environmental Management Plan (EMP) 

that is specific to the proposed Phase I activity and site, needs to be prepared. 
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 Chapter 4 
 

4. Objective and Methodology of the EMP 
 

4.1 Objective 
 
The overall objective of the assignment was to prepare a detailed and site- specific „Environment 

Management Plan‟ (EMP) for the proposed Modernization of RJKIS Phase- I. RJKIP- DoI has 

undertaken socio-economic baseline study separately. The specific objectives of the Field study 

in relation to EMP preparation were as following:  

 

a. To carry out consultations with stakeholders in the project area and region sharing the project 

activities, and obtaining their views and recommendations.    

b. To identify key environmental issues and concerns related to the proposed project scope and 

activities under Modernization of RJKIS, for grouping the issues/ impacts into primary, 

secondary and tertiary based on the significance assessment. 

c. To update/ collect the baseline information on key environmental issues and impacts. 

d. To review the ongoing environmental conservation program and activities in the project 

region and assess potential of harmonizing/ coordinating the environmental mitigation works 

under the proposed project with the ongoing environmental conservation activities being 

carried out by various agencies to achieve synergy.   

e. To review the institutional arrangements and capacity for implementing environmental 

mitigation works, and assess potential for partnership with environmental agencies active in 

the project region for environmental mitigations, monitoring and awareness building. 

f. To develop an Environmental Management Plan (EMP) for use during implementation of the 

proposed project with clear steps, processes, procedures and responsibilities including 

various tools and summarize these for inclusion in the Project Implementation Manual 

(PIM). 

g. To develop Pesticide Management Plan as a part of EMP, if necessary and mitigation 

measures for adverse impact of fertilizer and pesticides. 

4.2 Methodology 
 
The Study team (Team Leader- R. R. Pandey, Irrigation Engineer- A. K. Thapa, Wildlife/ 

Forestry Expert- Mr. M. K Thapa, and Ecologist/ Aquatic Expert- Mr. H. K. Upreti  )  left 

Kathmandu on Nov. 18th and carried out an 8 days long Field study in Tikapur and the adjoining 

project area, Dhangadhi, Kanchanpur and Bardiya areas. A short sequential task description of 

the study conducted is as following: 
 

a. Desk Study and Meetings in Kathmandu 
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 RJKIS officials for initial information & document collection, 

 World Bank Environment Specialist for Study guidelines, 

 Concerned Ministries (Ministry of Agriculture and Cooperatives and Ministry of Forest 

and Soil Conservation), concerned Departments, INGOs/ Projects (World Wildlife Fund, 

Terai Arc Landscape Project, Western Terai Landscape Complex Project, Bardiya 

National Park, Dolphin Conservation Project etc.), NGO/ CBO (Forest Users‟ 

Federation) officials to address their concerns and 

 Team meetings to set the study strategy 

b. Presentation of Scope of Study 

 DoI/ RJKIS officials 

 WB consultant to fulfill the requirement  

The following procedure was followed during the field visit: 

 

 The study team conducted a Transect walk through the project area along with RJKIP 

officials and WUA office bearers right from the proposed Intake area at Chisapani (just 

d/s of Karnali Bridge) down to the tails of Kulariya, Jamara and Rani Canal systems. 

The team also went along the right bank of the Karnali River and/ or Kaudiya Nallah. 

The team visited Indo- Nepal border at Khakraula- the left bank of Mohana river, 

Chhatiwan community forest area, Bhurakhani forest area, Mahila Sashastra Ban, 

Katase Bazaar, Narayanpur, Pathraiya, Durgauli, Amarawati forest area, Balchaur 

forest area, Dudejhari forest area, Daulatpur ghat, west of Srilanka tappu, Tikapur Park 

area, Munuwa area, the confluence points of Kulariya- Pathraiya, Jamara- Pathraiya 

and Rani- Mohana river systems, proposed canal alignments and roads and took 

photographs that are included in Annex- 1. The team met many local people at various 

locations and randomly interacted with them.  

 The team met with the Chief Warden of BNP, Mr. Tika Ram Adhikari, and interviewed 

him with the help of a set of questionnaire to explore on minimizing impact of the project 

on the wild animals, safeguard of the wildlife movement corridor and the protection of 

vegetation cover in the project area on the second last day of the field trip. 

 The team met all the 3 WUA officials and other Farmer community both during the field 

visit and during information dissemination event that was organized in the meeting hall 

of Tikapur Association of Industry and commerce. A presentation and Q&A session was 

organized for almost 3 hrs. 

 The team visited the District Forest Office at Dhangadhi to interview the District Forest 

Officer Mr. Babu Ram Bhandari with a set of questionnaire. 
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 The team met with the Vocational Development Officer Mr. Ganesh Raj Joshi at District 

Agriculture Development Office (DADO) to discuss on the possible partnership of 

DADO with RJKIP to enhance agricultural productivity, possible increase in use of 

Chemical fertilizers and Pesticides and their control and the issue of Pesticides banned by 

GoN, United Nations‟ Environment Program (UNEP) and World Health Organization 

(WHO). The Chief Mr. Ram Naresh Sharma was out of office. 

 The team interacted with Mr. Tilak Dhakal, Field Manager of Terai Arc Landscape 

(TAL) with the help of the questionnaire and discussed on bio-diversity conservation of 

both flora and fauna. 

 The team caught up with Mr. Tika Ram Aale, second man of Western Terai Landscape 

Complex Project (WTLCP) and Giridhar Amatya, Chief of Local Initiative for 

Biodiversity and Rural Development (LIBiRD), Kailali as the Chief of WLTCP, Mr. Ek 

Raj Sigdel was out of office for a scheduled meeting. The team explored from both of 

them on what role could their respective organizations could play in tandem with RJKIS 

in safeguarding the environment in the project area. 

 The team had a brief talk with the Ferry operator Mr. Gauri Chaudhary at Daulatpur 

Ghat and Mr. Joshi at Khakraula at the bank of Mohana on their livelihood and 

movement of Dolphin. 

 The team also met few sand and gravel collectors near the intake site of Rani and 

Kulariya branches and had a chat on their livelihoods and the extent of mining.  

 The team visited Mahakali Irrigation Project and met with the Division Chief Mr. Dev 

Narayan Mishra to learn on the mitigation measures in a similar setting. The team 

visited the site and observed and photographed the mitigation measures applied in the 

canal system inside the Shuklaphanta Wildlife Reserve (SWR). The photographs are 

included in Annex- 2. 

 The team also had a chance to talk to the Senior Divisional Engineer Mr. Suman 

Sijapati, Far Western Regional Irrigation Directorate (FWIRD) and discussed with him 

regarding the IWRM project at Amarawati, Bhaduwa and Sairi within the command area 

of RJKIS. 

 The team was in regular touch with the RJKIP project officials for discussion on the 

project details and guidance for the movement in the field. 

A set of questionnaire, included in Annex- 3, were used during the field study for necessary data 

collection. The issues that were discussed, concerns of the stakeholders and the relevant 

recommendations were presented in a report format in the field report and are summarized in 

Annex- 4. 
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Chapter 5 
 

5. Existing Environmental Setting and Pressure in the area 
 

The project area is located in the plain Tarai of Far-Western Development Region of Nepal. 

The VDCs that are covered by the project are Pathraiya, Durgauli, Janakinagar, Pratap-pur, 

Baliya, Munuwa, Dhansinghpur, Narayanpur and parts of Tikapur Municipality and Chuha 

VDC is supposed to be included in the second phase of the project. 

 

5.1 Protected area 

 

Baridia National Park is located in the east of the project area, across the source river 

Karnali. Bardia National park is the largest national park in the lowland Nepal Terai covering 

an area of 968 sq km on the southern slopes of the Sivalik Hills. The park situated in Nepal's 

Western Terai was established to protect representative ecosystems and conserve tiger and its 

prey species. Initially, a small area was gazetted as the Karnali Wildlife Reserve in 1976.. In 

1997, an area of 327 km
2
 surrounding the park was declared as a buffer zone, which consists 

of forests and private lands. The park and local communities jointly manage the buffer zone. 

Together they initiate community development activities and manage natural resources in the 

buffer zones. About 70% of the Park Forest consists of Sal trees with a mixture of grassland 

and riverine forests. The park is home to endangered animals such as the Royal Bengal tiger, 

wild elephant, Greater one-horned rhinoceros, swamp deer, and black buck, The other 

endangered species include gharial-crocodile, marsh mugger and Gangetic dolphin. 

Endangered birds found in the park are Bengal florican, lesser florican and sarus crane, more 

than 30 different mammals, over 230 species of birds and several species of snakes, lizard 

and fish have been recorded in the park's forest, grassland and river. In addition to the 

resident species, several migratory birds visit the park.  

 

5.2 Karnali Rivers System, Floods and Aquatic Life   

 

Karnali is the biggest river in the area, and also source of the proposed irrigation scheme. At 

Chisapani Gorge, north of the proposed project‟s intake site, the Karnali River emerges from 

the Shiwalik Range onto the broad plain: it splits into two branches, the Geruwa on the left 

and Kularia on the right near Chisapani to rejoin south of the Indian border. The other rivers / 

streams in the area join Karnali. There are several attractive hydropower sites in the Karnali 

Basin, with high potential of hydropower development (32,000 MW). However, so far there 

is no major hydropower developed except few micro hydel schemes. The major existing use 

of river water in the Karnali Basin is irrigation. The total demand for irrigation water from 

the Karnali River represents a very small proportion of existing total annual river flows. 

Karnali is a trans-boundary river originating on the Tibetan plateau near Lake Mansarovar. It 

cuts through the Himalayas in Nepal and joins the Sarda River at Brahmaghat in India, 

finally they form a major left bank tributary of the River Ganga. 

 

The Karnali River in the project locality is a braided multi channel gravel based river with 

aggressive and unpredictable ability to change its course, implicating often either difficulty in 

getting water for irrigation during the dry period or severe periodic flood damage during the 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sivalik_Hills
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Geruwa_River&action=edit&redlink=1
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Kauriala_River&action=edit&redlink=1
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tibetan_plateau
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Lake_Mansarovar
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Himalayas
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Nepal
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sarda_River
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/India
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ganges
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rainy seasons. The project command area and its locality frequently suffers from floods in the 

Karnali and other smaller rivers/ streams that join Karnali; causing river bank 

cutting/erosion, loss of farm land, agricultural crops, and some time houses and even life.  

 

The Karnali supports the endangered Mugger crocodile, the fish-eating Gharial, Gangetic 

Dolphin and the Golden Mahseer besides other common fishes and aquatic life.  

 

 

5.3 Forests   

 

Besides the Bardiya National Park Forest, there are a number of forests in the project region. 

A number of forests in the western part of the Karnali River (near the right bank of the river) 

are managed by communities (Community Forests), while other stretches of the forests along 

the River corridor are under state management.  The trend of increase/ decrease of various 

species of flora and fauna in different forests, showing the current state of poaching and 

logging, in the project area are presented in the following tables. 
 

Table 5.1 (a): Forest in the project area, likely to be affected by the project 
 

SN 
Name of community 

forest(C.F) 
Area(ha) 

  Density   
Tree Species 

High Medium Low 

1 Chetana C.F. 38       Sal, Asana,Jamun,Haldu,Sisau 

2 Chhatiwan C.F. 650       Khayar,Sisau 

3 Kalika C.F. 47       Sal, Asana,Sisau,Haldu,Kusum 

4 Shivashakti C.F. 161       

Sal, 

Asana,Sisau,Haldu,Khayar,Simal,Jamun 

5 Jagatpur C.F. 192       Sal, Asana,Sisau,Haldu,Khayar,Siris 

6 Kailasheshwar C.F. 460       Sal, Asana,Sisau,Kusum,Mauwa 

  
High 10 per 100 squrare metre 

 

  
Medium 7 per 100 squrare metre 

 

  
Low 4 per 100 squrare metre 

  
 

Table 5.1 (b): Trends of flora and fauna in the forests around the project (outside project area)  

S. 

N.  

Name of 

Forest 

Flora 

Species 

Trend Fauna Species Trend Remarks 

1 Chhatiwan Sal Decreasing Elephant, 

Tiger, Jackal, 

Fox, Deer etc. 

Decreasing Outside 

project 

2 Amarawati Sal, Simal Increasing Rabit, Jackal, 

Procupine, Bat 

etc. 

Increasing Outside 

project 

3 Balchaur Sal, 

Catechu 

Decreasing Jackal, 

Mongoose, 

Wild Cat, 

Monkey etc. 

Decreasing Outside 

project 

4 Dude Jhari Sal, Simal Highly Tiger, Highly Outside 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mugger_crocodile
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Gharial
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ganges_and_Indus_River_dolphin
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ganges_and_Indus_River_dolphin
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mahasher
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Decreasing Elephant, Deer, 

Jackal etc. 

Decreasing project 

5 Bhurakhani
1
 Catechu, 

Simal, Sal 

Increasing Monkey, 

Jackal, 

Mongoose, Bat 

etc.  

Normal Within 

command 

area  

6 Mahila 

Sasastra 

Sal, Simal Normal Monkey, 

Jackal, 

Mongoose, Bat 

etc.  

Normal Outside 

project 

 

 

5.4 Wildlife Movement Route  

 

There are two known wildlife movement corridors in the region: the Khata corridor in the 

east and the Basanta corridor in the waste of the proposed RJK Irrigation Scheme area. These 

wildlife movement corridors are quite some distance away from the project sites.  

 

The Khata Corridor consists of the landscape with forest patches towards the southern region 

of the Bardiya National Park: the corridor extend to the Indian border. The Khata Corridor 

provides a route for seasonal movement of the wildlife between the Katarniyaghat Wildlife 

Reserve in India (across the border) and Baridiaya National Park in Nepal.  

 

The other known wildlife movement corridor in the region is known as Basanta Corridor. It 

is located some distance west of the project area and consists of forest stripe, touches central 

part of the Dudhuwa National Park in India. The Basanta Corridor provides a wildlife 

passage to the Dudhwa National Park (DNP) across the border in India. The Basanta 

Corridor also links Nepal‟s forests in the Churia foot-hill with the Dudhuwa National Park.  

 

The Katarighat Wildlife Reserve in India serves as the center-landing habitat while migrating 

from Dudhuwa National Park (in India) to Bardiya National Park or vice-versa, for rhinos, 

tiger, elephant and other mammals as well.  

 

The northern Churia foothill forests in the region are linked with Masuriya and also with 

Basanta Corridor from northern side. In the wider regional context, the Masuriya forests are 

also linked with forests in Kanchanpur and then with Nepal‟s Suklaphanta Wildlife Reserve 

(SWR) which is linked with the Dudhuwa National Park in India through another wildlife 

movement corridor, the Laljhadi Corridor (see Figure 3).  The wildlife (particularly elephant, 

tigers and few rhino) occasionally also move through the forests in the Churia foothills, 

though not-as frequent as through Khata, Basanta and Laljhadi Corridors.  

 

As noted above, the Khata corridor in the east and the Basanta corridor in the west of the 

project area are substantially away from the project area.  The Karnali River is western 

                                                           
1
 Outside feeder canal, within the command area. There will be no project activities in this forest except flood 

protection/ river training and compensatory plantation.  
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boundary of the Bardiya National Park (including its buffer zone): the buffer zone consists of 

human settlements, agricultural lands and forests.  

 

Less frequently, the wildlife also move along the Karnali River forests – the wildlife from the 

Bardiya National Park cross the Karnali River and visit forest patches along the western bank 

of the Karnali River, and via river forests move to the forests in the Churia foot-hills (in the 

north of the highway). Some forests in the western bank of the Karnali are within the greater 

project area.  The project intake points and feeder canal locations falls on this occasional 

wildlife movement or visit areas.  

 

The wildlife movement corridor is also shown in the Figure 3 

 

             
 

Figure 3: Wildlife Movement Corridor in the Region 

 
 
5.5 Existing Environmental Pressure  

 

a. Forest encroachment, logging, and wildlife poaching: Recently, degradation or loss of 

forest as well as wildlife poaching across Churia and Tarai of Nepal has become a prime 

concern among wide range of stakeholders including policy makers, experts, involved 

agencies and people.  The forest areas are encroached mainly in the name of freed labour, 

flood victims, and settlement for landless people and agriculture expansion. Illegal 

poaching has increased. This state of affairs is mainly related to the current political 

instability following over a decade long conflict. The alarming and rampant deforestation 

was reported mainly from the Churia and Tarai lowland areas. The National Vigilance 
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Centre as well as the Parliamentary Committee on Natural Resources and Means have, 

from time to time, expressed concerns over the increasing deforestation and wildlife 

poaching. Parliamentary committee has also formed probe panels. According to the 

Parliamentary Committee, Nepal witnessed the worst deforestation in year 2010 over 

three decades. In June 2010, Government of Nepal announced ban on all tree cutting for 

two months, until government can decide what to do next and how to regulate tree 

cutting. And, coinciding with the United Nations‟ International Year of the Forest, 

government decided to observe entire 2011 as a Plant Holiday and no one will be allowed 

to cut trees for trade during the year. Easy accessibility in the Tarai and Churia, and low 

prices for community forest timber combined with fluid/unstable political and security 

situation have also contributed in increased deforestations in these areas over recent 

years. Historical evidences show that Nepal's forest has always been suffered and wildlife 

poaching increased during the period of political transition and instability. The current 

transitional state and the breakdown of the rule of law are, therefore, also to be blamed 

for the situation. Situation of forests and wildlife in the proposed project region are no 

different, and follow this national trend.  In the project vicinity, the Dude Jhari area and 

the southern forests were recently (1- 1.5 years before) destroyed both by people and by 

state as well in the name of settling landless people. 

 

b. Sand, gravel and boulder mining from rivers. Stone crushing plants were mushrooming 

along the East-West highway and other accessible areas in the Churia and plain Tarai in 

the past couple of years. The crushers industries operating mainly for exporting these 

materials to India were blamed for the uncontrolled and rampant mining of the sand and 

gravel from these areas. Sand and boulder extraction in a massive scale from the rivers 

and Churia hills has raised a number of environmental concerns; such as change in river 

course with increasing chance of inundating unexpected areas (settlements, forests and 

farm lands); erosion and floods in the nearby area; habitat degradation and loss of fish 

and other aquatic life; increased risks to bridges and other infrastructures; etc. The 

Parliamentary Committee on Natural Resources and Means also raised concerns over 

uncontrolled collecting of stones and boulders from the river in the Tarai and Churia 

areas, and directed the government to stop exporting aggregate, sand and gravel 

(construction raw materials). In March 2011, Ministry of Environment formed a technical 

committee, following the Supreme Court direction to do so, to look into the 

environmental issues related to crusher industries and sand/ gravel mining/ extraction and 

for formulating appropriate policy and directives in this matter. The proposed 

Modernization of Rani Jamara Kulariya Irrigation Scheme is in the plain Tarai, 

immediately south of Churia. The general concerns of sand and gravel extraction 

described above is valid in the case of this project area‟s rivers also. Like the case of 

illegal logging and poaching, the haphazard sand and gravel extraction issue is also 

aggravated by the prolonged political instability which has rendered the country's 

administration increasingly weak.  

 

c. Pressure on aquatic life. As noted above, the Karnali River and other smaller 

river/streams like Mohana and Pathariya around the project area support fishes and other 

aquatic life. Moderate level of fishing by the local people already exist for own 

consumption as well as supply fish to the road side restaurants, particularly restaurants at 
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Chisapani bridge to meet the demand for fresh water fish. Fish poisoning is one of the 

common ways to harvest the fish, which poses major threat to the already endangered 

freshwater mammal. Besides, consuming fishes killed by poising can have severe impacts 

on humans as well. Siltation and deposition in the river-bed due to heavy erosion in the 

Churia range is also impacting adversely on the fish and aquatic life. The other existing 

pressure on the fish and aquatic life come from habitat alteration by floods as well as 

from mining of sands & boulders, past development interventions, motorized ferry at 

Kothiaghat, an increase in the intensity of agricultural practices. Additionally 

construction of "barrage" at Kailashpuri barrage (Indian frontier) has impeded migration 

of fishes including dolphin.   

 

5.6 Ongoing environmental conservation Activities 

 

A number of environmental conservation activities are ongoing in around the proposed 

project area.  These include activities under the Terai Arc Landscape (TAL), Western Terai 

Landscape Complex Project (WTLCP), Dolphin Conservation Programme (a local NGO), 

community forest User Groups, Bardiya national Park, and National Trust for Nature 

Conservation (NTNC). TAL and WTLCP promote landscape level conservation and argue 

for addressing expanding human needs and their pressure on the ecosystem. Thus 

conservation activities are extended beyond boundary of the protected area to cover larger 

landscape of different land-use pattern.  Livelihoods in the rural areas are heavily dependent 

on forests, which are also the habitats of many of Nepal's wildlife species. The landscape 

approach envisions integrated ecosystem management to achieve the multiple objectives of 

conservation, sustainable natural resource management and poverty alleviation. Activities, 

therefore, varies from awareness raising, capacity building, promoting and supporting 

environmental-friendly/ conservation-friendly activities, to  good governance, gender equity 

poverty-reduction and livelihood supports.  These could include support/ promotion to the 

provision of alternative energy sources such as biogas plants and energy saving devices such 

as fuel wood efficient stoves (so that communities are less reliant on illegal and exploitative 

resource extraction), restoring forest corridors that connect protected areas, rural 

communities access a sustainable source of fuel, fodder,  building materials,  reducing, 

reduce high grazing pressure in the forests, and environment-friendly agricultural practices 

(crop variety, non-chemical based agricultural inputs  e.g. organic). The Dolphin 

Conservation Center is an NGO involved in raising awareness among the local people and 

fisher men regarding Dolphin and its protection. Community Forest Users Groups are 

responsible for the conservation and suitable management of the forests handed over to them. 

The National Park, District Forest Office and NTNC also support and promote such activities 

in the project influence area. Recently, Government of Nepal received support from IDA for 

the Strengthening Regional Cooperation for Wildlife Protection in Asia.  This regional 

project aims to enhance the capacity of the relevant agencies to carry out conservation based 

on landscape approach and also to address wildlife trafficking.  In Nepal, the regional 

project‟s scope also includes the protected area network in the southern Terai, bordering 

India.  The Bardiya National Park and the forests along the Karnali River are also part of this 

protected area network. 
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Chapter 6 
 

 

6. Key Environmental Issues 
 

The key Environmental issues were identified both during the desk study phase in 

Kathmandu by discussing with various stakeholders as mentioned above and during the field 

visit through observation. The likely impacts in terms of magnitude, duration and extent of 

all the predicted impacts were discussed with the relevant stakeholders and some of the 

issues were finalized as the key environmental issues and a presentation was made in the 

office premises of Department of Irrigation. The audience also agreed to the selection of key 

environmental issues. The significant environmental issues that need to be given prime 

consideration during the construction and O&M phases of the Modernization of Rani Jamara 

Kularia Irrigation  Scheme – Phase I are as following: 
 

6.1 Impact on Wildlife Movement  

 

As noted in Section 5.4, the Khata Corridor and Basanta Corridor are the two main wildlife 

movement corridors in the project region, both of which are quite some distance away from 

the project sites (Figure 3).   The Khata Corridor that extends from Katarniyaghat Wildlife 

Camp in India to the southern part of the Nepal‟s Bardiya National Park (south of Bardiya 

district besides the eastern bank of Karnali River. The wildlife occasionally cross the Karnali 

River and move from the Bardiya National Park to Churia Forests in the north of the project 

intake areas, via Chhatiwan Community Forest,   Balchaur Forest and  Dude Jhari forests 

(Figure  4).  The Churia Forests provide links to Basanta corridor from the north side, 

through which the wildlife move occasionally (mainly elephants and tigers and few Rhinos); 

although most common wildlife movements are north-south along Khata and Basanta 

Corridors.  

 

                                  
Figure 4: Occasional wildlife movement in headwork area (yellow highlight) 
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In the project area, occasional movement of wildlife takes place in and around the headwork/ 

intake areas of the Rani, Jamara and Kulariya canals. In this area, wildlife from the Bardiya 

National Park occasionally cross the Karnali River and visit Chhatiwan Community Forest 

(Island in the Karnali River). Sometime the wildlife continues travelling towards Churia 

forests situated in the north of the project area, via Chhatiwan to Dude Jhari and to Balchaur 

forests. This is highlighted yellow in the Figure 4. 

 

The Chhatiwan, Dude Jhari, and Balchaur forests, though close to the intake area, are outside 

the proposed Modernization of RJK Irrigation Scheme –Phase I area. Hence, the occasional 

movement route (between Chisapani bridge and Katase, the Kularia Intake Point), though 

adjacent to the project, is located beyond the main project area (Figure 4). Less frequently, 

wild life also visit the following community forests, viz;Chetana, Kalika, Shiva Shankar, 

Jagatpur and Kaileshwor Community forests, in which project structures (such as intakes of 

Rani, Jamra, and Kulariya canals, the feeder canal, and some canal structures etc ) are 

located. These forests are along the bank of the Karnali River and the wildlife visiting these 

forests move along the river bank. 

  

July- August and October- November is the main season for the movement of the wild 

animals through the forests in the project area. In rare occasion, the wildlife is seen in the 

said area during the month of April as well.  

 

The construction of feeder canal (which is about 8 km long, and between 18 m to 23 m 

wide), intake and other structures are likely to obstruct movement of the wildlife in the 

Chetana, Kalika, Shiva Shankar, Jagatpur and Kaileshwor Community forests. It should be 

noted that wildlife movement is less frequent in these forests than in the north of the project 

area, the visiting wildlife come crossing the Karnali River, where flow is much more than in 

the feeder canal. The feeder canal has been aligned close to the border between the forests 

and agricultural farm lands, and parallel to the river and river bank forests. Such an 

alignment is expected to achieve two objectives: i) reduce human- animal conflict chances; 

and ii) have minimum obstructions to the movement of wildlife along the river/ forests in the 

river bank. The less frequent occasional wildlife movements are along the river bank forests, 

not across towards the farm lands.  

  

Despite the above approach, it is perceived that construction of feeder canal and activities in 

the intake area, including annual improvement of the Jharahi Nala will affect even the less 

frequent occasional wildlife movement in Chetana, Kalika, Shiva Shankar, Jagatpur and 

Kaileshwor Community forests. It will be difficult for the young, pregnant and sick wild 

animals to cross over a feeder canal of depth of around 1.8 m to 2.4 m and a width between 

18 m to 23 m (water width would vary between 15 m to 21 m).  

 

This adverse impact is identified to be significant both during construction and O&M stages,  

of moderate magnitude (because, it causes hindrance in movement of wildlife visiting 

occasionally both during construction and operation phases, but it will not completely 

obstruct movement route across the forests, and there is more popular wildlife movement 
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option available through the north of the project area/ between Katase and Chisapani bridge), 

long- term (because, the impact remains till the canal exists) and of regional extent (because, 

the wildlife movement is beyond site specific and local and extends up to the Indian 

territory). 

 

Mitigation Measures: 

 Stop construction during the wildlife movement season of July- August and October- 

November. 

 Fill the deep cuts, if any, while closing down the excavation works of canal for these 

periods in potential corridors for wildlife movement.  

 Smoother the side slopes of the excavated canals while closing down the works for the 

facilitated movements of the wildlife across the excavated canals. 

 Provision of reinforced concrete bridges (minimum 3m width) over the feeder canal at 

forest sections, not exceeding 500m interval (as provided in the mitigation measures in 

the MIP) throughout the length of the feeder canal at places where there is no other 

means of Canal- crossings like; Village Road Bridge, Head Regulator, Cross Regulator, 

Siphon, Super- passage etc. are not available.  

 Provision of „Animal Guides‟ at 300m each throughout the length feeder canals at places 

where there is no other means of Canal- crossings as mentioned above. An Animal 

Guides is a combination of two pillar posts at a certain longitudinal distance on the 

opposite bed ends of canal joined by steel chains that helps guide the drowning animals 

towards a bank and saves life. Photographs and sketch of such structures are included in 

Annex- 2. Such Animal Guides should have alternately opposite layout configuration (i. 

e. if one is chained from upstream left to downstream right side of the canal bed then the 

immediate another should be upstream right to downstream left side). The animal guides 

that are provided in the MIP contain just one layer of steel chain and that even have now 

been stolen. So, we propose RJIKP to have layers of 3 chains at different heights of the 

posts. The distance between two posts should not be more than 6m as the bed width is 

very large as compared to that of MIP. 

  
6.2 Poaching and Logging in the Forests 

 
The forest and wildlife resources in Kailali district and particularly in the project area almost 

follow the same trend of the country in general in terms of existing poaching and logging 

risks (Section 5.5a). The project related poaching of wild animals is concern at a time when 

construction work is going on inside the forest areas along the alignment of the proposed 

canals. The animals that are found in the forests of this area are; Rhino, Elephant, Tiger, 

Leopard, Deer, Stag, Wild Boar, Nil Gai, Jackal, Fox, Bear etc. The wild animals like; Deer, 

Stag, Wild Boar, and Nil Gai are possible to be hunted for meat and Tiger, Rhino and 

Elephants are possible to be hunted mainly for Skin, Horn and Tusk respectively.   

 

The feeder canal (length about 8 km) run paralled to Karnali river through forest areas of 

Chetana, Kalika, Shiva Shankar, Jagatpur and Kaileshwor Community forests for different 
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lengths in different forests patches. Table below show the the forest patches, barren land and 

agricultural lands through which the feeder canal passes. The maximum length of the canal   

through a single forest is 2.7 km in Shivashakti Community Forest in which total area that 

needs to be cleared is about 4.8 ha. Most of the forest areas have low tree density/ crown 

cover.  

 

Table 6.1: Land-use along Feeder Canal and estimated areas occupied 

Particulars 
Length 

(m) 

Canal Size Area  

Cutting (Ha) 

Tree density 

along alignment 

No. of 

trees to 

be cut Bottom Top 

Agriculture Land (11+705 - 

11+775) 70 14 23 0.1     

Chetana CF (11+775- 11+965) 

About  38 ha forest. 190 14 23 0.4 low tree density 160 

Agriculture Land (11+965 -

12+455) 490 14 23 1.1   0 

Barren Land (12+455-12+675) 220 14 23 0.5   0 

Kalika CF (12+675-14+075) 

About 47 ha forest. 1400 10 18 2.5 

with low tree 

density 1000 

Shivashakti CF ( 14+075 -

16+775). About 161 ha forest. 2700 10 18 4.8 

 With low tree 

density 1920 

Jagatpur CF (16+775 -18+212) 

About 192 ha forest. 1437 10 18 2.5 

With low tree 

density 1000 

Kailasheshor CF ( 18+212 – 

19+875) 

About 460 ha forest. 1663 10 18 2.9 

With medium 

tree density 2030 

     
Total 6110 

 

It is estimated that feeder canal will occupy in total, approximately 13 ha of different forests, 

1.2 ha of agriculture land and 0.5 ha barren lands: the total number of trees that needs to be 

cut in the above forests is estimated around 6110 (estimate is based from the estimated 

density of the forests).  

 

Logging will be a main problem during the construction phase of the project: threat of illegal 

logging is an existing national problem (see Section 5.5a). The construction especially of the 

Feeder Canal (about 8 km) through different community forests, and construction of other 

structures within the forest area will be an add-on to the existing logging. The workers 

(numbering around 50 to 100) that stay overnight in the camps could be additional source of 

threat to the wild animals. Firewood and the fuel need of the workers may be a source of 

pressure on the nearby forests. The forests are shown in maps in Annex- 5 and Annex - 7.  

 

The additional risks of logging and poaching, and associated adverse impact is identified to 

be significant during construction stage,  of moderate magnitude (five community forests will 

be affected), a significant portion of the directly affected forest area is already degraded, the 

canal and canal structures are located almost at the boundary of the forest and agricultural 

land,   the number of protected wild animals like; Rhino, Elephant, Tiger, different species of 

Deer etc is declining2 and the adjoining area of BNP is the main habitat for such species after 

                                                           
2
 However, a recent count of Rhino in the country showed an increase from 435 to 534. 
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Chitwan National Park in Nepal), short- term (the construction activity is scheduled for 36 

months only) and of local extent (It is more than site- specific as it extends to over 15 square 

Kms. area and spreads over different forest areas but does not cross over the district 

boundary and international boundary as well to become a regional one). 

 

Mitigation Measures: 

 Project will ensure that trees will be cut, where absolutely required. The District Forest 

Office (DFO) should post an employee continuously at each construction site and during 

the clearing of forest for canal construction. The DFO should keep records of each and 

every tree cleared and the respective measurements in the government record books. 

 The WUA has agreed to employ 1 supervisor for each construction camp within the 

forest area to have an eye on the activities of the construction workers to make sure that 

none of them are engaged in illegal poaching and logging.  

 The Local Environmental Monitoring Committee (LEMC) must have a member from 

respective community forests, besides protected area and forest authorities. The LEMC 

will also provide a forum for facilitating coordination among the agencies for forest and 

wildlife protection activities. 

 Awareness campaigns against illegal Poaching and Logging should be launched, which 

may be done in cooperation/coordination among TAL and WTLCP project offices and 

others active in the area.  The awareness needs to be targeted to the local people 

including farmers and the workforce as well. During the EMP field visit, the TAL and 

WTLCP have also shown interest to join hands with the proposed project for this 

purpose. 

 Workers will be banned from poaching and logging as well as from firewood collection 

and use; they will be provided alternative fuels, e.g. gas/ kerosene, for cooking and light. 

 The project activities should also coordinate with the World Bank aided project called 

“Strengthening Regional Cooperation for Wildlife Protection in Asia” that is being 

implemented in BNP and the forests along the Karnali River. 

 

6.3 Impact on Aquatic animals (especially Dolphin) 
 
The proposed irrigation project is designed to provide year round irrigation facility. Impacts on 

aquatic life are likely from leaching or misuse of the chemical pesticides and fertilizers; fishing/ 

poaching activities by the project people, destruction or disturbance to movement and habitats 

due to construction activities, as well as from the increased demand for the fish because of 

increased temporary population. The increased use of both chemical fertilizers and pesticides 

might have impact on the aquatic animals as a whole and Dolphins in particular in the Karnali, 

Mohana and Pathraiya rivers. This impact is foreseen during the post-construction (i. e. O&M 

phase) phase. However, as discussed earlier, chemical pesticide and fertilizers issues are more 

relevant to the Phase II of the project, not now: therefore issues related to this will be addressed 

during preparation of Phase II. The other source of impact on the aquatic animals is from fishing/ 

poaching during the construction phase. The dolphins might accidentally get into the canal 

systems of Rani, Jamara and Kulariya either through the intake or the tail structures of each 

branch endangering their lives, but its chance is remote as this has not been reported. Diversion 

of just 80 cumecs of water from Karnali will not have a great deal of impact on the aquatic 

animals.  It must be noted that farmers have been diverting almost 100 cumecs of water 
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traditionally in these 3 systems, compared to which 80 cumecs is a significant reduction. 

Quarrying is normally done at the shoal formations and it does not have any connection with 

endangering of the aquatic lives: however, quarrying sites will be cleared by the project‟s 

environmental specialist. 

 

The unemployed youths and the children of the area and few with shops near the Karnali River 

do go for fishing. Fresh fish of Karnali River is always available in the Chisapani market at the 

west end of Karnali Bridge. It shows that the current trend of fishing is constant. The project 

itself may not be responsible for over- extraction of fish from the Karnali River.  

 

This adverse impact is identified to be significant both during construction and O&M stage of 

medium magnitude (the impact of pesticides on the dolphins and other aquatic animals of 

Karnali, Mohana and Pathraiya is an issue that needs to be further assessed during preparation of 

Phase and fishing by the construction workers is also possible to some extent and it will not be to 

the extent that the fish species in these rivers get extinct), long/ short- term (The replenishment 

of fish species might take long if uncontrolled fishing is there by the workers but, might be of 

short term as well if the mitigation measures are strictly implemented. Fishing by the workers is 

a short term impact and the impact of chemicals on the aquatic animals is a long- term impact.) 

and of local/ regional extent (same reason as given in case of duration). 

 
Mitigation Measures: 

 The DADO, Kailali has agreed to conduct extensive trainings to the farmers of the 

command area on Integrated Plant Nutrient Management System (IPNMS) and Integrated 

Pest Management System (IPMS) to reduce the use of chemical fertilizers and pesticides. 

 The TAL and WTLCP have also plans to conduct similar types of awareness programs. 

These should be integrated with that of the DADO in coordination with RJKIP. 

 The contractors of RJKIS should not be allowed to extract construction materials from 

within 500m of the Chisapani Bridge. They should not be allowed to collect sand, gravel 

and boulders within 50m distance of the right embankment of the Karnali River. Not 

more than a depth of 1m of excavation should be allowed while mining. The project 

authority and the environmental consultant should regularly monitor this. 

 A team from the office and the environmental consultant should identify quarry sites and 

instruct the contractor of un / suitable sites. 

 Care should be taken while designing the intake as well as the tail structures so that the 

Dolphins do not get into the canal systems. The crest of the tail structures should be 

placed at least 2m above the d/s maximum flood water level so that the Dolphins are 

unable to jump into the branch canals from Mohana and Pathraiya rivers. The entry of the 

dolphins from the intake shall have to be checked at the fore- bay area just ahead of the 

head regulator of the main canal. 

 Engage some, as per need, stakeholders like Dolphin Conservation Program (DCP), TAL, 

WTLCP, DADO, DFO etc. as a member in the LEMC. 

 Promote use bio- manure, adoption of vermi-composting, cultivation of medicinal herbs 

that require less chemicals etc. through trainings to the farmers by coordinating with 

TAL, DADO etc.  
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 Construction of flood control/protection works, such as spurs and embankments will also 

assess the risks to the aquatic life including disturbance or destruction of their movements 

and habitats  

 

6.4 Flooding due to Over-mining of Construction Materials from Rivers  
 
The Karnali River is full of stone, sand and gravel in its bed in the adjoining areas of this project. 

The DDC Kailali normally allows the contractors to collect these construction materials every 

year with nominal tax per trip. The construction industry of eastern part of Kailali and western 

part of Bardiya depend on this abundant natural resource. Thousands of trips of these 

construction materials are extracted every year from the beds of Karnali. The river surface may 

rise and risk of flooding may be higher if these bed materials are not removed every year. Hence, 

mining of these materials in a controlled way abates flooding of the adjoining land, crops and 

human habitat.  

 

The risk of flooding of the cultivated land and the villages and Tikapur municipality has always 

been an issue for the local people during each monsoon. The local people are of the opinion that 

the uncontrolled/ excess mining of construction materials from the bed of Karnali River might 

endanger the stability of side embankment of its western bank. Both lives and property at 

Chisapani, Balchaur, Dudejhari, Katase, Bhurakhani, Daulatpur Ghat (not meant for cremation 

but, only for boat towing) etc. could be endangered by flooding. The construction materials 

extracted in one season normally gets replenished every next monsoon season. But, still there is a 

risk of the river being diverted to one side causing breach at the side embankment and thus 

flooding of the habitat and cultivated lands. People still remember the floods of 2 years before 

that submerged the areas south of Tikapur Park and Daulatpur Ghat till the Mohana River 

adjoining international border at Khakraula with India. 

 

The flood damage risk is an existing risk, nothing to do with the proposed project activities 

except the sand/gravel/boulders extraction by the project. The project has, therefore, proposed 

flood protection and river training activities mainly along the banks of Karnali, Mohana, and 

Patharaiya rivers. The activities may include construction of low-height embankments (typically 

not more than 1 m from the ground), spurs and river bank strengthening actions. Project will 

promote the compensatory plantion, required for the loss of the tress, along the river banks. This 

is also expected to contribute in flood protection to some extent.  Precise activities and sites of 

these activities are not-known at this stage. Therefore, project will carry out an assessment on the 

flood risks and prepare a Masterplan for the flood protection works during early stage of Phase I 

implementation. 

 

The local Banke Division office of Department of Irrigation (DoI) has already started a River 

Training Works on the right bank of Karnali just downstream of Tikapur Park with a budget 

allocation of NRs. 15 million. It is believed that this is a recurring type of work for every fiscal 

year.  

 

This adverse impact is identified to be significant mostly during construction stage of medium 

magnitude, short- term and of local extent. 
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Mitigation Measures: 

 RJKIS should coordinate with the DDC (the legal authority to lease such quarry sites 

within the district), Kailali so that no contract is entered into with any private party for 

the mining of construction materials till the construction of RJKIS is over in 5 years time. 

 The Forest Users Groups of community forests adjoining Karnali River should be made 

aware for not allowing excess mining in their corresponding reaches of Karnali River. 

 The Forest Users‟ Groups should be mobilized in the river bank protection works 

throughout the construction stage of RJKIS. 

 Conduct a massive plantation program on the right bank of Karnali River from Balchaur 

area till the Indo- Nepal border at a width of 50- 100 m as per the availability of land 

suitable for plantation. The RJKIS in association with the DFO, Forest Users‟ Groups, 

WUA and possibly the WTLCP and TAL should prepare a detailed plan and programme 

for this activity during the construction phase. This will compensate for the loss of forest 

while excavating the main and feeder canal. The community Forest Users‟ groups should 

be engaged for the plantation program as these groups are well experienced in such 

activities. The species for plantation should include; Teak, Kaans, Eucalyptus, Bayar, 

Catechu, Saj, Sissoo, Harro, Barro, Simal, Karma, Asana, cane, bamboo etc. The 

responsibility of protection of this plantation area should lie with the WUA (as it is their 

land that might get washed away if the plantation does not serve its purpose), as 

expressed by themselves in the meeting, and the Forest Users‟ Groups. The plantation 

area can only be identified by coordinating with the DDC, District Forest Office, 

Dhangadi, Community Forest Users‟ groups of the adjoining areas and the 3 WUAs 

during the implementation of the first phase of the project.  

 The contractors of RJKIS should not be allowed to extract construction materials from 

within 500m of the Chisapani Bridge. They should not be allowed to collect sand, gravel 

and boulders within 50m distance of the right embankment of the Karnali River. Not 

more than a depth of 1m of excavation should be allowed while mining. The project 

authority and the Environmental consultant should regularly monitor this. 

 The preparation of Flood Protection Work Masterplan will also assess the risk to the 

aquatic life due to location and type of the spurs and embankment, water-logging risks 

due to embankments, and will employ appropriate mitigation measures to be cleared by 

the project‟s environmental specialist. 

   

6.5 Silt Deposition in the Canal and Field 

 

Rajapur Irrigation system, that off- takes from eastern course of the Karnali River, has suffered 

from the silt problem and hence, the team was asked to see if there existed any possibility of 

siltation in the canals and command areas of RJKIS as well.  The EMP team could not pay a visit 

to the Rajapur Irrigation Project because of a closure announced by the transport entrepreneurs 

and other scheduled commitments. Silt Deposition in the canals and fields of the farmers has 

been studied thoroughly in the command area of RJKIS. None of the field shows the sign of 
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siltation in the command area of all the three existing branch canals. The nature of these 3 

irrigation schemes is of seasonal type and no irrigation facility is available during the monsoon 

when the river has high silt load in its water. Hence, there is no problem of silting faced by the 

farmers of the command area. The head reaches of Jamara and Kulariya branch canals show 

some silts deposited in the beds. This problem existed because of the inundation type of 

temporary intakes that were constructed seasonally. There is continuous flow of large quantity of 

water in the Rani branch currently (Nov. 2010) and no silting problem is seen in the canal 

system.  

 

The information available from the Rajapur Irrigation across the source river (drawing water 

from the same source river) and the existing canals that are proposed for modernization under 

this project are conflicting. The information from Rajapur Irrigation suggests that silt deposition 

is a likely problem, where as the existing three canals have been operational for decades and 

have not faced significant silt deposition problem in the farm land and canals. 

  

If this happens, this adverse impact is identified to be significant mostly during O&M stage, 

long- term (whole of the O& M period is a long term) and of local extent (The impact is confined 

to 8 VDCs and a municipality, an area of less than 20 Square Kilometers, - the command area 

only and not within very limited space and not beyond the district as well). 

 

Mitigation Measures 

 

As it is uncertain at this stage, the project proposed to monitor the problem during first phase and 

conduct necessary further assessment. Based on the conclusion of the monitoring and further 

assessment a Settling basin may be necessary to take care of the silt problem. Construction of 

such settling basin in Sunsari- Morang Irrigation Project has shown drastic reduction of siltation 

problem in the canal and the command area that existed previously as a very serious problem.  

 

6.6 Use of Chemical and Pesticide, and Initial Pesticide Management Framework   
 

According to Pesticide Act, 1991 “Pesticides means the poisonous medicines used for killing or 

destroying the harmful pests that appear in seeds, plants, trees, animals, fowls etc.” The GoN has 

banned sales and use (by GoN from 2063/ 7/ 13)  of 13 types of  Insecticides / pesticides like; 

Aldrin, Andrin, Chlordane, Toxaphen, Di- eldrin, DDT, Mirex, Heptachlor, BHC, 

Phosphamidane, Methyle Parathion, Lindane and Organo- mercury compounds.  

 

At the national level, the data of GoN shows that nine major pesticides groups with seven 

subgroups of Insecticides were imported from the year 1997 to 2003. The pesticide use amounts 

to 142 g/ha which is low compared to other counties. The highest pesticides quantity imported & 

quantity consumed from the 2056/57 (1999) to 2060/061(2003) were fungicides, bactericides, 

acaricides & seed treatment group. No import & consumption of bio-pesticides were done for the 

year 2056/57 (1999) & 2057/58(2000) and no import & consumption of plant regulators was 

done from the year 2058/59(2001) to 2060/061(2003). The various types of pesticides with 306 

trade names and 71 technical names are registered / enlisted and used in Nepal which includes 

Insecticides, Fungicides, Herbicides, Rodenticides, Acaricides and Others. Moreover, twelve 

types of pesticides are banned in Nepal for its import, transport, storage, sales, unsafe disposal 

and use. [Source: http://www.nepjol.info/index.php/SW/article/view/2638]  

http://www.nepjol.info/index.php/SW/article/view/2638
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The GoN has allowed the import, sales and use of the following Agro- chemicals. 
SN Kinds of pesticides Types Commercial Name Types of Common Name Remarks 

1 Insecticides 210 40 Please refer to Annex- 9 for detailed 

and comprehensive list. 2 Fungicides 64 18 

3 Herbicides 18 5 

4 Rodenticides 9 3 

5 Acaricides 1 1 

6 Others 4 4 

 Total 306 71 

(Source: Pesticides registration and management section of Ministry of Agriculture and Cooperatives. 2062) 

 

Organochlorines, Organophosphates, Synthetic Pyrethroids, Carbamates, mixed insecticides and 

other insecticides fall under the insecticide category. Fungicides, Bactericides and other seed 

treatments fall under Fungicides. Herbicides, Rodenticides, Plant growth regulators, Bio- 

pesticides, nematocides and other chemicals are also allowed by the GoN to use in the agro- 

fields within the country. Many of the listed chemicals have serious impact on human health and 

some of these do have carcinogenic effect as well. These chemicals are also harmful to terrestrial 

and aquatic animals both domestic and wild. The WHO and United Nations‟ Environment 

Program (UNEP) had appealed to the world community to ban these chemicals throughout the 

world and the GoN has acted accordingly. 

 

At the proposed project level, consultation with farmers during field visit to the RJK Irrigation 

Scheme has revealed sales and use of chemicals like Furadone in the Tikapur municipality and 

its adjoining areas  and that BHC powder, one of the governments banned pesticide/insecticide, 

is still in use in the project command area, although sale of the banned chemicals is denied by the 

local traders at Kailali district (farmers have option of going to India, across the border for 

purchasing agricultural inputs including pesticides).  

 

The increased use of various types of insecticide, pesticide, germicides etc. and chemical 

fertilizers is expected in the command area of any irrigation project after the completion of 

construction and availability of round the year irrigation.  Experiences from different parts of the 

country and past projects suggest that once irrigation projects ensure water availability, cropping 

intensity will increase and also as the cultivated areas tend to increase within the same command 

area. These will lead to the increased use of chemical pesticides and fertilizer, significantly in 

some cases. 

 

In the current Phase I of the RJKI Scheme, the agricultural support activities aims to prepare a 

ground for implementing agricultural productivity increase in the Phase II. The project in Phase I 

will not support pesticide/ fertilizer purchase and use. Increase in use of the chemical pesticide 

and fertilizer as an indirect effect may not be completely ruled out: this may result from the 

assured round the year availability of water. However, this will not be a direct impact of the 

project as the project will not support purchase of chemical pesticide. The project activities in the 

current phase, intend to train the farmers on the harmful effects of Pesticides, benefits of green 

manure and compost, integrated pest management (IPM), integrated plan nutrient management 

system (IPNMS), organic farming, medicinal herbs cultivation, etc. Such programs are expected 

to enhance the awareness level of the farmers resulting into decreased use of harmful chemicals 

and pesticides. 
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In the event that use of pesticides is increased as an induced or indirect impact during the project 

and after, this may increase the risk to the protected/endangered aquatic life as well as to human 

health, given the low level of skill and awareness of farmers; weak government capacity to 

control/regulate pesticide use and project area is close to the habitat of the protected/endangered 

aquatic life. The impact especially on Dolphins and other aquatic animals found in Karnali, 

Mohana and Pathraiya is of great concern. 

 

This adverse indirect/ induced impact is perceived to be significant during Phase II, of high 

magnitude (such pesticides can cause not only skin and eye/ nose irritation and bronchial/ lung 

disorders but even cause cancer to the users and the consumers of the agro- products that are 

grown by applying such chemicals), long- term (the residual effect of such chemicals can pass 

through generations and even gene- mutation can occur after the consumption of agro- products 

that are grown by applying such chemicals) and of regional extent (the irrigation water can wash 

out and carry the chemicals from the agro- fields to d/s area and even to Indian territory through 

the rivers like; Pathraiya, Mohana and Karnali). 

 

Although the increased use of pesticide could be an indirect/ induced risk in the Phase II of the 

project and afterwards, as a precautionary step, following mitigations as well as an Initial 

Framework for Pesticide Management have been recommended. These mitigations and the Initial 

Pesticide Management Framework will have to be revisited in light of the activities proposed for 

Phase II, associated risk will have to be re-assessed, and a detailed pesticide management plan, if 

necessary, needs to be prepared during the preparation of Phase 2. 
 

Mitigation Measures 

 Training to farmers on Integrated Plant Nutrient Management System (IPNMS) for a 

balanced use of both chemical fertilizers and organic manures. The DADO, TAL and 

WTLCP have the capacity, tools and guidelines for such trainings. They have been 

conducting such trainings in past as well. 

 Training to farmers on IPM to reduce the use of Chemicals and pesticides. The DADO, 

TAL and WTLCP have the capacity, tools and guidelines for such trainings. They have 

been conducting such trainings in past as well. 

 Introduction of pest- resistance varieties of different crops, vegetables and fruits. 

 Monitoring of sales and use of banned (by GoN from 2063/ 7/ 13) 13 types of 

Insecticides/ pesticides by DADO, RJKIS WUA, Quarantine offices, Customs offices and 

the police. 

 Cultivation of species like; cane, Napier, Amliso, menthol, chamomile and different 

varieties of bamboo should be promoted by providing knowledge to the farmers during the 

trainings so as to reduce the use of such chemicals and increase the earnings of the 

farmers. 
 The DADO that has agreed to help mitigate the adverse impacts and RJKIS should work 

very closely and in coordinated manner to apply effectively the aforementioned mitigation 

measures. 
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 The list provided in Annex- 9 should strictly be followed while preparing the detailed 

Pesticide Management Plan during the implementation phase of the project in consultation 

with the DADO. 

Initial Pesticide Management Framework   
 

A detailed Pesticide Management Plan will have to be prepared during the implementation of the 

first phase of this project as there are agricultural components to be carried out within the scope 

of this project. An assessment shall have to be carried out to see the implementation of the 

agricultural component and the status should be assessed during this period and that will be 

helpful to prepare a detailed Pesticide Management Plan.  

 

The following diagram shows the proposed initial institutional framework for the pesticide 

management. The DADO is the main actor to control the sales and use of the banned chemicals. 

The police at the district level also have a role to play in helping the DADO for the control of the 

said chemicals. The Quarantine Check posts at the international border and the customs office 

also have to be active in controlling the import of such banned chemicals. The WUA and the 

Farmers‟ groups also have to be active in controlling the banned pesticides. They can conduct 

awareness programs and trainings to meet the end.  

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                      Figure 5: Initial Institutional Framework for Pesticide Management 
 
 

The above diagram shows that the WUA, RJKIS are supposed to inform the DADO if there is 

any sale or use of the banned chemicals and the DADO either by itself or with the help of the 

police shall act to stop both sales and use of such chemicals. The Customs and the Quarantine 

offices will have the right to confiscate and punish the transporters/ carriers/ importers of such 

banned chemicals. Finally with all these coordinated actions and enforcement of the law, the use 

of such banned chemicals is controlled and a healthy environment is created. 
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6.7 Miscellaneous Environmental Issues 
 
Other environmental issues of lesser significance are; impacts associated with the upgrading 

command area access roads, water quality, Solid waste from the labour camp and land pollution, 

labor camp management, water- logging, air/dust from the construction sites, and issues related 

occupational health & safety of workers.  The assessments made by and the mitigations proposed 

by the IEE needs to be applied, if relevant to the proposed modernization of Rani Jamara 

Kulariya Irrigation Scheme – Phase I (see Section 3 for summary of IEE recommendations). 

 

Impacts associated with the upgrading of the road (roads shown in Annex- 7) shall not be making 

either positive or negative impact on poaching and logging in the nearby forests as the upgraded 

roads would help, in similar fashion, both the parties like; poachers and regulators/ protectors/ 

conservators of the forest and wild animals. The DFO also had the same view as that of the 

WUA. The TAL officer Mr. Tilak Dhakal also subscribed to the same idea. The burrow- pit 

management shall follow the „Environmental Management Guidelines‟ (May 1997) prepared by 

the Department of Roads, Nepal. In general, the road upgrading will be confined to the existing 

road space, as there is enough width available (hence no need for widening, except at Rani Intake 

section for about 200 m).    

 

The quality of water of Karnali River shall slightly be deteriorated (increase in turbidity) during 

the construction of the intake portion of the RJKIS. But, this water after running down 1 or 2 

Kms Downstream shall not be as turbid as it was at the intake site. This water is not used for 

drinking by people in the d/ s area. So, one can safely assume that there is not much impact on 

the Water Quality of the river. 

 

Solid waste and Land pollution can be an issue during the construction stage in or around the 

labor camps. The contractor shall have to abide by these rules both at the labor camp and the 

construction site:  

 Solid waste shall be managed according to the following hierarchy: recycling, Burial, 

Burning. The non- biodegradable ones shall be used for filling low- lying areas. 

 All wreckage, rubbish or temporary works (sleeping quarters, cooking/ food storage 

structures, latrines etc.) shall be removed or donated to the local residents. 

 The site shall be restored to natural or stable condition. 

(Source: EMG- 1997) 

 

They need to have proper and adequate numbers of toilet (1 toilet per 20 workers both at site 

camps and work sites) and incinerators (1 per camp)/ waste disposal pits (1 each for 20 workers) 

for safe disposal of human excreta and solid waste. These should be included in the contract 

document. The other remaining litters and deformed surfaces at the site camps shall be finally 

managed during the decommissioning of the camps and is always provisioned in all the 

contracts. 

 

Water logging has been an issue at the down south portion near Indo- Nepal border. The 

Khakraula Customs and Police offices get submerged every monsoon season. This is not because 

of the canal system but because of huge flows in Mohana and Karnali Rivers. Hence, the project 

neither aggravates nor eases out the problem of seasonal inundation of the southern most part of 
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the command area. River protection works are ongoing at Khairi Phanta, Murtiya and 

Bhurakhani areas on the western bank side of Karnali. It will thus decrease the possibility of the 

flood waters inundating the adjacent areas and creating water logging. Actual status of 

inundation can only be identified after the completion of the first phase of construction and 

further plans can be made later. 

 

Possibility of disease out-breaks could be an issue as the construction workers stay in mass and it 

is possible of spreading of communicable disease. It is also possible for the disease to spread out 

to the locality. A proper health- care system (a dispensary with 1 health assistant for each 50 nos. 

of workers and First Aid Kit at every working site) has to be there in the labor camp so that it is 

ensured that there will not be any disease out- breaks. A first aid service should be there at every 

work stations to take care of major/ minor injuries. Insurance for morbidity and mortality should 

be there for proper compensation in case of any eventuality. These provisions have to be 

addressed by the contract documents. Hence, these minor adverse impacts can be taken care of 

with the aforesaid mitigation measures. 
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Chapter 7 
 

7. Environmental Management Plan 
 

Environmental Management Plan (EMP) consists of a set of impacts, their mitigation measures, 

time, responsible actors, associated costs, monitoring and institutional arrangements. These shall 

be presented in a tabular format later in this section. 

 
7.1 Institutional Framework for Application of Environmental Mitigation Measures 

 
The arrangement shown in the figure below is self- explanatory. The continuous lines represent 

chain of command and the dotted lines show the probable coordination during the application of 

mitigation measures. The acronyms used have already been explained earlier. However, the roles 

of each agency are described as following: The Environmental Management Section of the MoI 

will be the apex coordinating and directing body for the implementation of the EMP. Any 

complaints regarding the non- compliance of the proposed EMP shall be reported to the MoI and 

it shall take necessary actions to iron out the pressing issue. The Environment Section of the DoI 

shall be responsible for all the necessary coordination between the project and other related 

agencies. It shall also facilitate the implementation of EMP.  

 

The DWIDP shall have the role of coordinating any river training works in the same area with 

the implementation of the EMP of this project. It can facilitate the project by availing any 

hydrological data and Hazard/ vulnerability related to the rivers within the command area.  

 

The DDC can help in coordinating various district level offices to the benefit of the 

implementation of the EMP. The DDC can also apply restriction to mining of construction 

materials at certain location within and outside the river banks as requested by the project. DFO 

will have the role of being a watchdog while clearing the trees of the canal alignment, facilitation 

in plantation, control of poaching and logging during the construction phase, positioning of 

adequate numbers of forest guards at vulnerable areas etc.  DADO will have the role of training 

the farmers on IPMS and IPNMS, control on sales and use of the banned pesticides, promotion 

of high yield and pest- resisting species of seeds, seedlings, saplings etc.  

 

FWRID can play a significant role in minimizing the duplication of tasks among RJKIS, 

IWRMP, the Ground water Development project, Mohana- Khutia Irrigation Project etc. while 

applying the EMP.  

 

The Contractor is the main implementer of the EMP that shall be involved in the provision of 

toilets, waste management pits, Incinerators, dispensary, health practitioner, medical facility, 

control and command of the workers etc. and shall abide by the restrictions that have been laid 

down in this EMP.  

 

Finally, the RJKIS is the kingpin of the whole affair of implementing the EMP. It shall be having 

a multifarious role of implementer, coordinator, facilitator, controller, moderator, promoter etc. 

of various tasks that have been listed out in this EMP: the Environmental Specialist will be a 

focal point for environmental management and coordination in the project. 
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The Institutional arrangement for applying environmental mitigation measures is shown 

diagrammatically as following 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 

                                    Figure 6: Institutional Framework for EMP Implementation 

 

 

The Environmental Specialist (ES) at the project office in Tikapur will be the Kingpin for the application 

of Environmental mitigation and monitoring activities and to ensure the effectiveness of the EMP. The 

responsibilities of the ES are envisaged as following: 

 Prepare Base line data and Key Indicators for Environmental mitigation/ monitoring 

 Oversee the implementation of the EMP in general 

 Prepare check- lists for environmental mitigation/ monitoring 

 Arrange visits of the Local and national monitoring team. 

 Collection, compilation and reporting of the environment related documents to the project 

as well as the higher authorities. 

 Day- to- day monitoring of the application of mitigation measures and keeping records of 

those. 
 

7.2 Institutional Framework for Monitoring  

 

The team proposes two tiers of monitoring; one at the local level and another at the national 

level. The local level monitoring committee shall conduct both process and compliance 

monitoring in a regular basis of once in 3 months and at the time of need, whereas; an 

independent third agency shall check the compliance of each mitigation measures once half- 

yearly: attempts will be made to coincide/precede implementation support visit from the IDA.. 

 Environment 
Section 

Line of Command 

Line of Coordination 
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The EMP team proposes, as discussed and agreed by the concerned, that the Local 

Environmental Monitoring Committee (LEMC) to comprise of the following stakeholders that 

are present locally: 

1. Representative- District Development Committee Secretariat/ District Technical Office 

2. Representative- District Forest Office 

3. Representative- District Agriculture Development Office 

4. Representative- Federation of Community Forest Users‟ Group 

5. Representative- Bardiya National Park 

6. Representative- Either from TAL or WTLCP or DCP 

7. Invitee, as required. 
 
A meeting of all the above proposed actors will select the coordinator of the committee. Most 

possibly, the DDC could play the role of the coordinator. The committee shall have the right to 

invite, as per need, any other experts for a particular type of monitoring. The LEMC shall study 

the report availed by the Environmental Specialist and go to the field with the checklists 

prepared by the ES for verification. The individual members will be responsible to monitor the 

activities of their jurisdiction only. They will carry out observation, consultation and simple 

measurement, as per need. They will produce a report at the end of the visit and submit to the 

project and the project should send such report to the higher authorities and a copy to the WB 

office. The LEMC will have to be formed before clearing of trees shall commence for the 

excavation of the canals inside the forest area.  The RJKIS, with the help of the Environmental 

Specialist, shall act as a facilitator for smooth functioning of LEMC.  

 

The secretariat of the monitoring committee shall be housed in the consultant‟s office at RJKIS. 

The ES shall be deputed by the DOI or  hired from the market and shall commence her/ his 

duties during the mobilization of the contractor in the field. The ES should be involved in the 

selection of camp location, during the clearing of trees, during the collection of construction 

materials from the river at the initial stage of the project. Project shall be responsible to cover the 

cost of committee‟s visit (including fees and per diem), observation, transportation, 

communication, stationary and other miscellaneous items.  

 

The independent third agency will be enaged during the first six-month of the implementation, 

timely manner to carry out the first six-monthly monitoring prior to the IDA supervision.. The 

agency shall form team of experts for monitoring. The agency shall visit the site every 6 months 

and submit a report to the Ministry of Irrigation (MoI). A copy of the same will be made 

available to the project as well if there is an urgent need of rectification. The agency during the 

site visit shall visit   construction sites.  

 

It shall be the duty of the RJKIS to abide by the suggestions and recommendations mentioned in 

the reports submitted by the monitoring committee and independent third agency. The committee 

and third agency shall refer to the DoI and MoI of any non- compliance of such suggestions. 
 

7.3 Cost of Environmental Mitigation Measures 
 
The following table 7.1 shows the cost of applying mitigation measures as proposed in section 5 

of this report: 
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Table 7.1: Cost of Mitigation Measures 
S. 

N. 

Particulars Unit Quantity  Unit cost, 

NRs. 

Total Cost, NRs. Remarks 

1 EW Filling in Deep cuts and flattening of canal 

slopes for smooth wildlife movement 

Cum 1000 200 200000 LS 

provision 

2 6 nos. of RCC bridges for Animal crossing, 

width=3m, L=18 to 23m 

Nos. 6 3500000 21000000 Indicative 

price (IP) 

3 Provision of Animal Guides- 16 nos. nos. 16 50000 800000 IP 

4 IPNMS Training Nos. 200 50000 10000000 IP 

5 IPM Training Nos.  200 50000 10000000 IP 

6 Coordination for awareness program against 

poaching and logging to be conducted by 

RJKIS in coordination with TAL, WTLCP 

and DFO 

Nos. 40 50000 2000000 IP 

7 Dolphin Conservation program, Forest Users‟ 
Group, Farmers‟ Groups etc. to conduct 

awareness programs  

  LS 1500000 1500000 IP 

8 Campaign on River Bank Protection and 

Community mobilization once a year 

Nos. 3 600000 1800000 IP 

9 Compensatory Plantation @ 1:25 as per the 

national environmental guidelines along the 

western bank of Karnali by employing the 
Local people in coordination with WUA and 

Forest Users‟ Groups 

Nos. 

of 

tree 

30550 100 3055000 IP 

10 Cost (to be covered by RJKIS) of hiring of 
Care takers to save the plantation to be paid to 

the WUA and Forest Users‟ Groups 

MM 25*24= 
600 

250*30 4500000 IP 

11 Support to the WUA for employing 

Supervisors (both day and night shifts) in each 

Labor camps and construction sites 

MM 2*10*24= 

480 

250 120000 IP 

12 Miscellaneous costs for unforeseen 

eventualities 

  LS 6050000 6050000   

  Total       61025000   

 

A total of NRs. 61 million is proposed for the cost of applying mitigation measures, however, 

the detailed cost needs to be worked out by the project. 
 
7.4 Environmental Management Plan 

 

A summary of environmental mitigation measures, responsibilities, cost, monitoring 

responsibilities etc are provided in the following table 7.2 of EMP: 

 

Table 7.2: Environmental Management Plan 
S. 
N. 

Key 

Environmental 

Issues 

Mitigation Measures Place Stage of 

Project 

Actor Total Cost, 

NRs. 

Monitoring 

by 

Remarks 
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1 Impediment to 

Movement of 
Wildlife 

EW Filling in Deep cuts and 

flattening of canal slopes for 
smooth wildlife movement 

Main and 

Feeder 
canals 

CS RJKIS, 

Contractor 

200000 LEMC 3- Monthly and at 

the time of 
closure 

Provision of RCC bridges for 

Animal crossing, width=3m, 

L=35 to 50m 

Main and 

Feeder 

canals 

CS RJKIS, 

Contractor 
21000000 LEMC, Third 

Party 

Periodic 3month 

(LEMC) 6month 

(NEMC)  

Provision of Animal Traps Main and 

Feeder 

canals 

CS RJKIS, 

Contractor 
800000 LEMC, Third 

Party 

Periodic 3month 

(LEMC) 6month 

(NEMC)  

2 Excess use of 
Chemical 

Fertilizers 

IPNMS Training (Bio- manure, 
Vermi- composting etc. through 

TAL, WTLCP etc. 

Villages CS, O&M 
S 

RJKIS, 
DADO 

10000000 LEMC Activity- wise  

IPM Training Villages CS, O&M 
S 

RJKIS, 
DADO 

10000000 LEMC Activity- wise 

3 Risk of Poaching 

and Logging 

Coordination for awareness 

program against poaching and 

logging. to be conducted by 
TAL, WTLCP and DFO 

Villages 

and Labor 

Camps 

CS TAL, 

WTLCP 

and DFO 

2000000 LEMC Activity- wise 

4  Grant to Dolphin Conservation 

program, Forest Users‟ Group, 

Farmers‟ Groups etc. 

Command 

Area 

CS RJKIS 1500000 LEMC Activity- wise 

5 Risk of Flooding Campaign on River Bank 

Protection and Community 

mobilization once a year, 
Mobilize CFUGs to check 

excess mining, RJKIP not to use 
sand/ gravel from within 50m of 

river bank. 

Karnali 

River side 

CS- 

before 

each 
monsoon 

 1800000 LEMC Annual- just 

before monsoon 

Compensatory Plantation @ 1:5 

along the western bank of 
Karnali by employing the Local 

people in coordination with 

WUA and Forest Users‟ Groups 

Karnali 

River side 

CS RJKIS, 

WUA, 
FeCoFUN 

3055000 LEMC, Third 

Party 

LEMC- 3-

monthly, 
 

NEMC- twice a 

year 

Hiring of Care takers to save the 

plantation to be paid to the 

WUA and Forest Users‟ Groups 

Karnali 

River side 

CS RJKIS, 

WUA, 

FeCoFUN 

4500000 LEMC 3- Monthly 

6 Pollution in 
camps and 

associated disease 

outbreaks 

Support to the WUA for 
employing Supervisors (both 

day and night shifts) in each 

Labor camps and construction 
sites 

Project 
Area 

CS RJKIS, 
WUA 

120000 LEMC 3- Monthly 

7 Other minor 

activities/ impacts 

Miscellaneous costs for minor 

mitigation measures (SWM, 
health care, water logging etc.) 

and unforeseen eventualities 

Project 

Area 

CS and 

O&M S 

RJKIS and 

other 
concerned  

5000000 LEMC Activity- wise in 

coordination with 
& consent from 

LEMC 

Note: CS= Construction stage, O&M S= Operation and Maintenance stage  

 

Some of the key mitigation measures suggested in the IEE report is summarized as following: 

Maximizing the use of local workers, control of soil erosion, coordination with local security 

agencies, provision of training and income generation activities, provision of canal crossing 

structures, provision of warning signs at potentially dangerous work places, provision of 

protective clothing and other safety gears to workers, implementation of OHS, managed spoil 

dumping, no construction works during rainy season etc. 

 

The environmental mitigation costs for impacts associated with the upgrading of around the 

command area access roads, water quality, Solid waste and land pollution, labor camp 

management, water- logging, possibility of disease outbreaks etc. are included in the item 

number 7 of the above table. 

 

7.5 Cost of Environmental Monitoring and Audit  
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Normally an Environmental Audit (EA) has to be done for any project 2 to 3 years after its 

completion. The team recommends conducting an Audit after 3 years of the completion of this 

first phase of the project. The cost of Environmental Monitoring and Audit is detailed in the 

following table 7.3: 

 

Table 7.3: Cost of Environmental Monitoring and Environmental Audit 
S. 

N. 

Particulars Unit Quantity  Unit cost, 

NRs. 

Total Cost, 

NRs. 

Remarks 

1 Monitoring by the LEMC for the 

project CS of 5 years 

Nos. 20 +5 =  

25 

70000 175000 20 regular and 5 occasional 

visits 

2 Monitoring by the Third Party 

twice every year for CS – 5  Yrs. 

Nos. 10 175000 1750000 Periodic half- yearly visits 

3 Monitoring by the LEMC for the 

project O&M S of 2 years 

Nos. 4 70000 280000 Every 6 months 

4 Monitoring by the Third Party for 

O&M S - 2 Yrs. 

Nos. 2 175000 350000 Every 12 months 

5 Environmental Audit after 3 years 

of CS completion 

Nos. 1 500000 500000 The team shall comprise of 5 

members representing various 

sectors 

 Total    3055000  

 

The total cost of Environmental Monitoring and Environmental Audit comes out to be NRs. 

3.055 millions. The project has to include the cost of Environmental mitigation and the cost for 

Environmental Monitoring and Audit in their cost estimation of the project. 

 

 

7.6 Conclusion and Recommendation 

 

The interaction with various stakeholders, study conducted in the field and further analysis of the 

findings has brought up some serious issues like; disturbance to the movement of wild life, risks 

of Poaching & Logging in the nearby forests, impact of increased use of chemical fertilizers and 

pesticides after the enhanced irrigation services, mining of construction materials from Karnali 

and the associated risks of flooding, problem of siltation in the canals and agro- fields etc 

 

The main environmental issues of the proposed project are related to the construction of Feeder 

Canal; which is about 8 km long and aligned along the Source River Karnali. This is the only 

new construction as part of the Modernization of Rani Jamara Kularia Irrigation Scheme – Phase 

I. Appropriate mitigations have been identified and costed for reducing and mitigating adverse 

impacts from the feeder canal construction and other activities of the project. The Local 

Monitoring (three-monthly) and six-monthly monitoring by an independent agency will ensure 

adequate and timely checks on the compliance and performance by the project.  

 

Some of the environmental issues and concerns, for example illegal poaching of wildlife and 

logging, fishing, sand/gravel/ boulder extraction from the rivers, risks of flood damage, etc are 

existing issues and exist across Nepal Tarai at present and will continue irrespective of the 

proposed project. There is chance that the proposed mitigations, particularly monitoring 

mechanism through Local Environmental Committee, through informal coordination, may 

indirectly contribute positively in reducing these existing risks. 
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The project needs to secure a number of permits and approval from the concerned government 

agencies / competent authority before commencing the work. Besides, some activities would 

require general support of the project area communities or individuals for smooth/ without 

hindrance operation of the construction and operation activities. In these cases project 

management should take prior permits and approvals from the competent authority or support 

from the people or individuals before the start of the activities. The permits and approval or 

support required for the project, for example, include 

 

i. For tree clearing and use of government owned forest lands – from District Forest Office 

and Ministry of Forests and Soil Conservation  ( prior to construction, by RJKI Scheme 

Phase I) 

 

ii. For tree clearing community Forest/Leasehold forest – from  District Forest Office, and 

Forest User Groups  (prior to construction, by RJKI Scheme Phase I )  

 

iii. Permanent land acquisition, if land acquisition is required  -  from Chief District Officer  

(prior to construction, by RJKI Scheme Phase I)  

 

iv. Temporary acquisition/use of  land - from Landowners (prior to construction, by 

Contractor) 

 

v. Entry to private land and property , if required  - from Landowners (during construction, 

by Contractor) 

 

vi. Relocation or disturbance or obstruction to local infrastructure such as foot trails,  water 

supply facilities, telephone lines, electricity lines etc. –from  affected parties/ service 

providers or individuals (during Construction, by  Contractor) 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

ANNEXES 



 

 

Annex 1 – Photo Command Area 

  

Road through Bhurakhani Jungle   Kaudiya Nallah besides Bhrakhani Jungle 

   

Ferry Operator Mr. Uttam Bdr. Singh  Rani Canal full of water near the head reach 

  

Settlers at Bijayanagar Shiwir   Rani Diversion Point at Kaudiyah nallah 



 

 

   

Kailasheshwor Ban    Rani Muhan- Khairaphanta- Murtiya road 

   

Jamara Diversion Point  Chhatiwan Forest besides Jamara Intake 

  

Chhatiwan Community forest office  Murtiya- Katase Road Section 



 

 

   

Kulariya Diversion Point  Construction material mining, Kulariya inake 

 

 

    

Amarawati Forest near Kulariya intake point   Rampant logging and Kamaiya settlement 

    

Monkeys in East- West Highway   Proposed Settling Basin site 



 

 

    

Proposed outlet site of Settling Basin   Proposed Intake site d/s of Karnali Bridge 

 

 

    

BNP on the backdrop of Karnali River d/s   Karnali River d/s of Highway Bridge 

    

Proposed Main canal route at head reach   Existing Kaudiya Nallah Diversion Point 



 

 

   

WLTCP Board at Balchaur/ EWH crossing   Bijulia Nallah, a branch of Jamara canal 

 

 

    

Tractor with sand load, outside Kaudiya nallah  Ferry at Daulatpur Ghat 

    

People waiting to ride Ferry at Daulatpur Ghat Mohana River, Indian Forest on backdrop 



 

 

    

Inundation area tail of Rani system west  Inundation area tail of Rani system east    

 

 

   

Kulariya Tail Portion to Pathraiya River  Jamara Tail Portion to Pathraiya River 

   

Durgauli- Narayanpur Road Portion  New command area north of EW Highway 



 

 

Annex – 2:  Relevant Photographs of Mahakali Irrigation Project 

 

  
Bridge over canal for Wild animals  Dilapidated animal Guide 
 
 
 
 

   
Animal Guide without chain    One side of the animal Guide 

 
 

 



 

 

Annex – 3: General Questionnaire for field Visit of RJKIS to prepare 
Environmental Management Plan (EMP) 

 
1. Access Road Upgrading: What would be the impact of upgrading about 40 Kms. of road on the 

flora and fauna of the forest nearby? 

(Issues: Poaching and logging (both +ve and –ve), Drainage blockage etc.)  
 

2. Do you think the improvement of the access road will obstruct the natural drainage and create 

a problem of water-logging? 

 
3. Water Diversion from distributary of Karnali: Do you think the diversion of 100 cumecs of 

water from the river course adversely affect the downstream use?  

(Issues: change in river morphology, d/s use of water, risk of flooding or erosion etc.) 
 

4. Mining of Construction material: Do you think the mining of sand, gravel and boulder 

aggravates the situation of flooding and erosion on the right bank and adjoining area of Karnali 

River? 

(Issues: Quality deterioration during construction and O & M stages)  
 

5. Water Quality: Would the water quality of the Karnali and its distributary be adversely affected 

by the implementation of this project? 

 
6. Solid Waste and land pollution: Would the construction of this project add to the problems of 

solid waste and land pollution during the construction because of the work camps?  

 
7. Spread of Disease: How do you see the possibility of diseases being spread due to the 

construction and operation of this irrigation system? 

(Issues: Due to concentration of workers in the camps, WW management at Labor camps, 
stagnation of Water during operation of canal etc.) 
 

8. NTFP: Do you think the non timber forest products in the nearby forest deplete during and after 

the construction of this project? 

(Issues: What are the species of NTFPs found in the nearby forests and the possibility of 
misuse?) 
 

9. Aquatic Animal: Do you think the construction activities of the proposed projects affect the 

endangered Dolphin and Magar Ghariyal and other aquatic animals of Karnali River? 

(Issues: Nos. of Gangetic Dolphins and Marsh Muggar, Ghariyal Crocodile and their food habit, 
reproduction season, movement, habitat and possibility of adverse impact to these.)  
 

10. Poaching and Logging: Do you think the construction work and O & M in the later stage of the 

project would increase poaching and logging activities in the nearby forest? 

 



 

 

11. Wildlife movement: Do you expect the construction and operation of the project would hinder 

the free movement of the protected wild animals in the vicinity? 

(Issues: Within Nepal and Dudhuwa National Park of India, what could be done to ensure free 
movement?)  
 

12. Silt Deposition and erosion: Will the operation of the canal system pose a problem of silt 

deposition in the farm lands and erosion in the entire command area? 

 
13. Chemical and Pesticide use: What would be the impact of increased use of chemical fertilizer 

and pesticides on the terrestrial animals and aquatic animals in the surroundings during the 

operation stage of the project?  

(Issues: IPM, SRI, Dosage of chemicals, knowledge/ use of WHO banned chemicals, crop 
rotation, cropping pattern, drainage management, GW pollution, training, awareness etc.) 
 

 

 



 

 

Annex – 4: Summary of the Field Study and Consultations 

The following are the details of each individual activity that were conducted during the field 
study: 

1.1 Transect Walk across the Command Area: The team utilized almost 2 days for the 
field visit from the head to the tail of the RJKIS. Photographs were taken at all important 
points and places like;  

 Existing intake points of Kulariya, Jamara and Rani Systems,  
 Existing construction material mining points in the Karnali River bed and outside of 

the river bed,  
 Points at different river stretches where dolphins are normally seen,  
 Ferry operating points at Daulatpur, Khakraula and confluence of Jamara- Pathraiya 

in Karnali, Mohana and Pathraiya Rivers respectively,  
 Proposed intake point just d/s of Karnali bridge,  
 Proposed location of bifurcation point, tail portions of all the 3 systems,  
 Roads proposed to be upgraded,  
 Bhurakhani forest, Kailesheshwor forest, Chhatiwan forest, Amarawati forest, Mahila 

Sashastra Ban, Balchaur Forest, Dudejhari deforested area etc., 
 Various important crossing points over the 3 canals, 
 Proposed location of Settling basin, proposed points of H/R- C/R for Kulariya, 

Jamara and Rani Systems and many other obligatory points. 

The team talked to a ferry operator Mr. Uttam Bahadur Singh (on Nov. 19, 2010) on the 
bank of Karnali River besides the Bhurakhani jungle about his business. Few monkeys were 
seen on the way to the river in the Bhurakhani jungle. He revealed that he operates the ferry 
5 to 6 times in a day and his business will not be disturbed by the proposed construction of 
the RJKIS. He also said that he has seen Nil gai, Hare, Stag, Deer and Elephant 
occasionally in the adjoining jungle and dolphin, crocodile and different species of fish in the 
river water. Mr. Gauri Chaudhari, the other ferry operator at Daulatpur Ghat (on Nov. 19, 
2010), said that the dolphins were seen at that place 3- 4 days ago and now they have 
moved u/s to Shankati ghat. He was also of the opinion that the proposed project will not 
have any adverse impact on his business. The team stopped at the Katase Bazaar at the 
bank of Jamara canal and talked to an elderly Mr. Bhatta on the status of the community 
forestry in the nearby area.  

The team counted number of trees at three different stretches of the forest that lie in the 
alignment of the proposed canals and location of the Settling basin. The densities of forest 
at three different locations were 13, 5 and 5 trees per 100 square meters. The average 
works out to be 7.67 trees per 100 square meters.  

The length of forest along the main canal alignment is 7 Kms. (in four different stretches) 
and that in the feeder canal alignment is 9 Kms. The total width to be occupied by the mail 
canal beyond the Desilting basin and that of the feeder canal will be around 40 m (last 
7Kms. portion will be 25 m only). The width that would be occupied by the main canal up to 



 

 

the Desilting basin (5+100) will be 50 m. So, the total forest area that would be cleared 
during the construction of the canal systems will be as following: 

50m* 2000m + 40m* 2830m + 40m* 750m + 25m* 6960m = 452200 Square meters 

i.e. 45.22 ha of forest in a length of 19415m of canal in 4 stretches will have to be cleared 
out. The number of trees that have to be cleared is estimated as: 

Number of Trees = 452200* 7.67 / 100 = 34669. 

1.2 Meeting at the District Forest Office (DFO) 

The team thanks the District Forest Officer, Mr. Baburam Bhandari for receiving us even on 
Saturday morning. He could not spare much time as he had to attend a meeting. But, he 
was very positive on the construction works that are planned for the RJKIS. Our team 
explained to him with the help of maps and diagrams about the proposed works to be 
carried out. We used the questionnaire that was prepared for „discussion with protection 
agency‟. He was concerned with the fauna and the forest area only as mandate by the 

government. He was of the opinion that minimum numbers of trees have to be felled during 
the construction of the main and feeder canals of the system. He asked us to change the 
alignment of the canal to save trees, if it was possible technically. He also promised to 
facilitate the process of issuing permit, supposed to be issued by GoN upon request from 
the proponent (DoI, RJKIS), to clear the forest falling in the alignment of the proposed 
canals.  

1.3 Terai Arc Landscape (TAL) 

The office of the TAL is within the complex of Far western Regional Directorate, Dhangadhi 
under the Department of Forest. The World Wildlife Fund (WWF) has deputed 2 of its staffs 
to this project office. Other staffs are from the GoN. Project Co- Manager Mr. Tilak Dhakal 
was very helpful to us while responding the queries. He revealed the following: 
 
TAL is a program of Ministry of Forest and Soil Conservation (MoFSC). It covers an area 
from Bagmati River to Mahakali River along the forest and the Churia range and runs 
through 14 districts in the plains. The program started in 2001. A strategic plan: 2004- 2014 
is underway currently. It is funded both by WWF and GoN.  
The main objective of this program is to restore the wildlife movement corridor from east to 
west within Nepal and from Katarniyaghat Wildlife camp (south of Bardiya district besides 
the eastern bank of Karnali River) in India to BNP to Chhatiwan Community Forest (across 
Karnali River) to Balchaur Forest to Dude Jhadi jungle to northern forest in the lap of Churia 
jungle to Masuriya to Basanta to Dudhwa National Park (DNP) - south of Kailali district in 
India. The corridor also extends from the Masuriya forest to forest in Kanchanpur district and 
then to SWR and finally to DNP- south of Kanchanpur district in India. It is the movement 
corridor of mainly the elephants and tigers and few Rhinos. Other wild animals also 
occasionally use this corridor for seasonal migration in search of food and for breeding.  
 



 

 

July- August and October- November are the main season for the movement of the wild 
animals through the forests in the project area. Occasionally, the wildlife is seen in the said 
area during the month of April as well.  
 
TAL also supports the poor families and even others in the fringe areas of the forest in their 
alternative livelihood so that they could decrease their dependency on the forest. TAL in 
coordination and/ or in partnership with the DFO conducts various activities like; awareness 
raising, trainings to the Community Based Organizations (CBO) on conservation and anti- 
poaching/ illegal logging, construction of Improved Cooking Stoves (ICS) and Bio- gas units, 
fodder development, Cooperatives formation/ strengthening/ savings, searing improved 
varieties of livestock and practice of stock feeding instead of open grazing, youth 
mobilization, construction of bio- diversity friendly structures, partnership with Federation of 
Community Forest Users Nepal (FeCoFUN) etc. among others. 
 
1.4 Mahakali Irrigation Project (MIP) 

The team visited the Mahakali Irrigation Project office in Mahendranagar, Kanchanpur and 
met with the Division Chief Mr. Dev Narayan Mishra to explore on the mitigation measures 
that had been applied in the Shuklaphanta Wildlife Reserve (SWR) during both the 
construction and O&M phases of the project. He was just transferred to that division and did 
not have much clue on the issue. But, he helped us with the EIA report that was prepared 
before the construction of the project.  
 
Then the team went for a field observation of the main canal inside the area of the SWR. 
Photographs were taken of the bridges meant for the safe passage of the wild animals 
across the canal and the „Animal Trap‟ that was constructed to rescue the wild animals that 
would fall accidentally into the canal. The bridges were in good condition but, the entire 
animal traps needed repair as the chains connecting both the anchors was missing. Some 
concrete pedestals were also in bad shape and needed urgent fixing. The bridge surface on 
top could have natural look to facilitate the cross- over of wild animals.  
 
1.5 Western Terai Landscape Complex Project (WTLCP) 

The team visited the WTLCP project office situated within the complex of Far- Western 
Regional Directorate Forest. The Project Manager Mr. Ek Raj Sigdel was out of the office for 
a meeting and the team had to interact with the Second man of the office Mr. Tikaram Aale 
and Mr. Giridhar Amatya, the chief of the Local Initiative for Bio- Diversity, Research and 
Development (LIBiRD). The main objective of the LIBiRD project was to maintain and 
conserve the agro- biodiversity and establishment of seed banks in the project area and that 
of the WTLCP was to protect and conserve the forest and wildlife in the project area through 
awareness raising in the adjoining locality of the forests. The programs are jointly supported 
by Department of Agriculture, NARC and LIBiRD. The LIBiRD works in Pathraiya, Gadariya 
and Masuriya VDCs of Kailali district. They have a community seed bank at Amarawati 
(Pathraiya VDC) to store seeds of Rice, Maize, Wheat and some vegetables. WTLCP 
project office looks after the programs in 52 VDCs of Kanchanpur, Bardiya and Kailali 



 

 

districts. The WTLCP is further responsible for plantation, NTFP promotion (varieties of 
bamboo species, Napier, Amliso, menthol, chamomile etc.), support on Policy development 
for bio- diversity conservation, Training/ exchange visits for CBOs, infrastructure 
development for conservation of forest, support to District Forest conservation committees 
for furniture and equipments, support to the range posts etc. Mr. Amatya advised us that 
hardwood varieties like; Saj, Sissoo, Harro, Barro, Simal, Karma, Asana etc. and fast 
growing species like; Catechu, Bijay Sal, Sati sal etc. would be better for plantation in the 
open spaces and the river banks that are suitable to the local climate and soil condition. He 
also was of the view that cane, bayar, bamboo and catechu will hold the soil better than 
other species- when inquired. 

Both WTLCP and LIBiRD wanted to extend support to the local people within the command 
area of RJKIS for Plantation, Extension of Agro Diversity and Agro Forestry, Organic 
cultivation techniques, income generation activities, training on IPM and pest- resisting 
varieties of various crops etc.  

They also would like to be a part of the Environmental monitoring team during the 
construction of the RJKIS.  

1.6 Meeting with District Agriculture Development Office (DADO) 

The team met with Mr. Govind Raj Joshi, Horticulture Development Officer at the DADO, 
Kailali as the office chief Mr. Ram Naresh Sharma was on a foreign tour.  The objective of 
the office is to see the overall development in agro- productivity within the districts. It carries 
out various activities annually to fulfill the mandate.  

The team explained to him on the purpose of the meeting and requested him for his 
comments and feedbacks to the listed issues. He asked us to ensure a better coordination 
of RJKIS with Farmers Group Coordination Committees within the command area. 

He promised to extend support from the DADO to RJKIS and the related farmers in the 
following fields: 

 Training to farmers on Integrated Plant Nutrient Management System (IPNMS) for a 
balanced use of both chemical fertilizers and organic manures. 

 Training to farmers on IPM to reduce the use of Chemicals and pesticides. 
 Introduction of pest- resistance varieties of different crops, vegetables and fruits. 
 Monitoring of sales and use of banned (by GoN from 2063/ 7/ 13) 13 types of  

Insecticides/ pesticides like; Aldrin, Andrin, Chlordane, Tocsaphen, Di- aldrin, DDT, 

Myrex, Heptachlor, BHC, Phosphamidon, lindane and Organo- mercury compounds. 
 Mini- Kit distribution to farmers for increasing cropping intensity. 
 Establish market linkages. 
 Distribution of fingerlings of various varieties of fish to the farmers.   

He happily offered to be a member of the local level Environmental monitoring committee for 
the RJKIS.  



 

 

1.7 Bardiya National Park (BNP) 

The team met with the Chief Warden of BNP, Mr. Tika Ram Adhikari to explore on 
minimizing impact of the RJKIS on the wild animals, safeguard of the wildlife movement 
corridor and the protection of vegetation cover in the project area. He was kind enough to let 
our vehicle inside the office compound as other vehicles were prohibited to enter the 
premise. He was very happy that such an environmental study is being conducted and he 
was sure that this would definitely conserve both flora and fauna within the BNP and the 
adjoining areas. 

Mr. Adhikari explained about the problem that the BNP was faced with currently. Poaching 
was the main problem to deal with. The lawlessness of the state was aggravating the 
situation. 3 ex- VDC chiefs (although the names were not revealed) of Kailali district were 
suspects for the killing of a Rhino about 6 months back and the state has not apprehended  
them so far.  

He was of the opinion that the job of conservation is worthless without peoples‟ participation 

and awareness among the people of the buffer zone as well as the visitors. He also 
informed us that the mining of construction materials from the river bed of Karnali near the 
right bank and just downstream of the highway bridge has decreased considerably since 
September 2010 with their intervention and collaboration with the DDC, Kailali and he was 
also hopeful that it would continue in future as well. He elaborated the following while going 
through our questions: 

 There shall be no impact with the diversion of the proposed quantity of water from 
the Karnali to the RJKIS. But, he warned that loss of wetlands in the d/s area and 
loss of over 120 species of fish shall be eminent if more than the stipulated quantity 
will be diverted. Crocodiles and dolphins will not be exceptions as well. 

 No mining of construction material should be allowed till 500m d/s of Karnali Bridge 
for its safeguard. 

 June- July is the breeding season for the Dolphins. Decrease in the number of 
dolphin can be due to less depth (less than 2m) of water in the river, lack of place of 
still (or slow moving) water for breeding and searing, over fishing decreasing the food 
for it, skin disease due to excess quantity of discharge of harmful chemicals (like 
dechlophinine) into the river water etc. Care should be taken to address the above 
problems. 

 He agreed to our proposal of providing natural looking cross- over bridges over the 
main and feeder canals 300m c/c and 10m wide for the wild animals in the wildlife 
moving corridor portion of the canals. 

 Species like; Teak, Kaans, Eucalyptus, Bayar, Catechu etc. would be more 
appropriate for plantation to protect the banks of the river and the adjoining open 
spaces. 

 Improvement of access roads in the command area would improve the vigilance and 
play role in reducing the poaching activities. 



 

 

He said that he would be interested to be a member in the proposed local Environmental 
Monitoring Committee during the construction of the system. 
 
1.8 Meeting with FWRID 

The team also had a chance to talk to the Senior Divisional Engineer Mr. Suman Sijapati, 
Far Western Regional Irrigation Directorate (FWIRD) in his office and discussed with him 
regarding the Irrigation and Water Resources Management Project (IWRMP) project 
planned for Amarawati, Bhaduwa and Sairi within the command area of RJKIS with support 
from the World Bank. He was of the opinion that although the division office had initiated the 
project in past, it is not moving ahead in full swing and nothing concrete has been decided 
on the future of the project. He also said that the construction works of RJKIS would rather 
support the activities of the said systems rather than imparting some adverse impacts. 

1.9 Information Dissemination to the Water Users’ Association (WUA) and Farmers 

A grand meeting was organized in the meeting hall of the Tikapur Industry and Commerce 
Association. The WUA of all the three branch systems including the federation members 
and other prominent farmers and personalities of the command area were present in the 
meeting. A total of 53 people were present in the interaction cum dissemination meeting that 
lasted for over 3 hours. The Project Manager of RJKIS Mr. Ashok Singh started the meeting 
with his welcome remark and sharing the information of the Project with the audience. He 
also presented the current status of the project. 

The team leader of the study Team then presented all the findings of the visit to the 
audience and asked for feedback from them. The team leader elaborated the roles, 
responsibility and the offers that were made by the following agencies as already mentioned 
in related sections of this report. A discussion then proceeded based on the twelve issues 
that were identified for this study. The WUA and farmers put their views, comments and 
suggestions on each and every issue. The discussion was further concentrated on the main 
environmental issues like; Wildlife movement corridor, Chemical and pesticide use, 
poaching and illegal logging, construction material mining from the bed of Karnali river and 
the possibility of flooding and bank erosion among others.  

The discussion points are sequentially presented as following: 

 One farmer said that B. H. C. powder, one of the banned chemicals by the GoN out 
of 13, is still in use in some parts (sp. Gauleri, Munuwa- 8) of the command area. 
Other 12, which are already mentioned in section 6.6 above, are not in use- as 
revealed equivocally by all the delegates of the meeting. 

 Mr. Lalbir Chaudhary, the WUA chair, Kulariya sub- system, was very active in the 
discussion and he demanded the project to promote cooperatives in the area. He 
also said the forest between Chisapani to Chhatiwan is very dense and hence, will 
not affect the wildlife movement. He requested the Project to introduce a river 
training program like that ongoing in the Dodhara- Chandani area of Kanchanpur 
district. He demanded with the GoN to install an „Early Warning System‟ (EWarS) at 



 

 

Chisapani bridge location to inform the lower riparian community about heavy floods. 
He requested the project authority to construct a 5 Kms. long Structural embankment 
on the western bank of Karnali and the people were ready for community 
contribution. 

 Mr. Pukalal Chaudhary, Chair, Rani Sub- system said “let the canal be constructed 

and people also live”. He demanded some form of training in the villages for the 

conservation of forest and wild animal.  
 Mr. Fakir Singh Khadayat, a prominent citizen of Tikapur said that a seasonal drain 

called Surti Jhari that drains the northern area of Kulariya system causes problem to 
the villagers before mixing into the Kulariya channel and it has to be contained. He 
requested to the project authority to construct a 20 Kms. long embankment on the 
western bank of Karnali to protect the riparian villages on the right side. He also 
demanded the information dissemination to be continuous. He had doubts if the 
proposed intake would have any adverse impact on the stability of the Chisapani 
Bridge. He suggested to plant reeds on the banks of the Karnali Bridge for the 
stability of the banks. He wondered what the cost of Nursery management would be 
and the revealed need for training for the management of Nursery. The community 
forest Groups shall be responsible for taking care of planted saplings in respective 
areas.  

 The delegates were asked about the management of the labor camps that would be 
established during the construction of the project. They all agreed that the WUAs will 
depute 1 supervisor each for day and night shifts at each labor camps to check the 
illegal activities of the construction workers in relation with illegal logging, poaching 
and fishing in the river. The WUAs shall be paying the salary of the supervisor. They 
also demanded that, to the extent possible, the workers be from the command area 
itself.  

 Mining of construction materials from the Kaudiya nallah would not be a problem as 
viewed by the delegates as there was abundance of the same.  

 They have heard that Dolphin were traced at Rani Intake site (October 2010), 
Banighat in Pathraiya just u/s of Mohana- Pathraiya confluence and even u/s of 
Chisapani Bridge. They have heard that a school of 15- 20 dolphins were seen. They 
have also seen crocodiles.    
 

1.10 Dolphin Conservation Program (DCP) 

DCP is an NGO working at the southern end of the project command area for conservation 
of Dolphin. The office is in Thapapur VDC near Bhajani and is not accessible from the 
command area by motor vehicles. Boat has to be used to cross the Mohana and Pathraiya 
rivers. Unfortunately the team leader of DCP Mr. Bijaya Shreshtha could not be met during 
the visit and we talked to him over the phone line only. We had planned a meeting on the 
second day of the field visit with him but, it could not materialize due to lack of time on that 
evening as the driver of the vehicle informed us that it would take over 2 hours to reach the 
place from Tikapur. However, Mr. Shrestha advised us over the telephone on the following: 



 

 

 Plantation along the bank of the Karnali River has to be done. 

 Minimal mining of river bed materials should be allowed to safeguard the banks from 
erosion and consequent flooding of the command area. 

 Provision of fish ladder for big structures should be made mandatory.  

 DPC wants to be a member of the local Monitoring Team. 

 Dolphins are seen at Daulatpur ghat in Karnali River and u/s of the confluence of 
Mohana and Pathraiya rivers every year. 

 Pesticide and Chemicals: Controlled use of Chemical fertilizer and Pesticides, use bio- 
manure, adoption of vermi-composting etc. should be promoted through various 
interventions.  Cultivation of medicinal herbs that require less chemical should be 
introduced so as to minimize the use of chemical fertilizers and other chemicals. 

1.11 Silt problem in Rajapur Irrigation Project (RIP) 

It is learnt that the canals at the head reaches and command areas of the RIP are full of silt 
carried by the Karnali River during the monsoon periods. The bed level of the canal at the 
head reach is much higher now than the water level of the Karnali River because of silt and 
improper O&M of the system. The silt has not been scrapped from the canal beds for years 
now. Moreover, no silt flushing devices have been provisioned in the design of the system. 
So, this is a lesson for our team to take care of this serious problem critically. 

 



 

 

Annex – 5: Regional Wildlife Movement Corridor 
 

 

 
Both bold and dotted black lines show the wildlife movement corridors 



 

 

 
 



 

 

Annex – 6: Project Command Area  Access Roads 

                



 

 

Annex -7: Project Area Maps (source, existing canals, headwork area, occasional 
wildlife movement in headwork area) 
 

 
Source, existing canals and command area. 
 



 

 

 
Head Work Area (Jarahi Nala, Feeder Canal, and Kulariya, Jamara, Rani Intakes) 
 
 



 

 

 
Occasional wildlife movement in headwork area (yellow highlight) 



 

 

 
Occasional Wildlife Movement Route 



 

 

Annex -8: List of registered pesticide 

 

g]kfn ;/sf/ 

s[lif tyf ;xsf/L dGqfno 

jfnL ;+/If0f lgb]{zgfno 
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8An' 

Pr cf] 
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zt{ -olb ePdf_ 

1 cfOsg nfDA8f ;fOx]nf]ly|g 10 8An'=kL= bf]>f] 
hg:jf:Yo k|of]hgsf] 

nflu dfq k|of]u ug'{kg]{ 

2 cg'dfO6  ;fOk/d]ly|g 10 O{=;L= t]>f]   

3 cg'lsn  ;fOk/d]ly|g 25 O{=;L= bf]>f]   

4 8fO{gf]dfO{6  ;fOk/d]ly|g 10 O{=;L= t]>f]   

5 lqml;k  ;fOk/d]ly|g 25 O{=;L= bf]>f]   

6 /fnf]  ;fOk/d]ly|g 10 O{=;L= t]>f]   

7 ;fO{lk|g  ;fOk/d]ly|g 10 O{=;L= t]>f]   

8 gfu;fO{k/  ;fOk/d]ly|g 25 O{=;L= bf]>f]   

9 gfu;fO{k/  ;fOk/d]ly|g 10 O{=;L= t]>f]   

10 ;'k/ d:tfg  ;fOk/d]ly|g 25 O{=;L= bf]>f]   

11 6«f:sf] ;'k/ d:tfg  ;fOk/d]ly|g 10 O{=;L= t]>f]   

12 ;fO/S;  ;fOk/d]ly|g 25 O{=;L= bf]>f]   

13 l/ks8{  ;fOk/d]ly|g 10 O{=;L= t]>f]   

14 p:tfb  ;fOk/d]ly|g 10 O{=;L= t]>f]   

15 ;'k/ ;fOlk|g  ;fOk/d]ly|g 25 O{=;L= bf]>f]   

16 b]le;fOlk|g ;fOk/d]ly|g 25 O{=l; bf]>f]   

17 ;'k/lsn/ ;fOk/d]ly|g 10 O{=l; bf]>f]   

18 ;'k/lsn/ ;fOk/d]ly|g 25 O{=l; bf]>f]   

19 Pl;d]ly|g ;fOk/d]ly|g 10 O{=l; t]>f]   

20 Rofn]Gh ;fOk/d]ly|g 10 O{=l; t]>f]   

21 b]le;fOk/ ;fOk/d]ly|g 10 O{=l; t]>f]   

22 n];/ ;fOk/d]ly|g 10 O{=;L= t]>f]   

                                                           
3
 these are approved for use under the prescribed conditions. 



 

 

23 z]kf{ ;fOk/  ;fOk/d]ly|g 10 O{=;L= t]>f]   

24 z]kf{ ;fOk/  ;fOk/d]ly|g 25 O{=;L= bf]>f]   

25 kmfO6/  ;fOk/d]ly|g 10 O{=;L= t]]>f]   

26 ;'k/ kmfO6/  ;fOk/d]ly|g 25 O{=;L= bf]>f]   

27 ;fOk|f]  ;fOk/d]ly|g 10 O{=;L= t]]>f]   

28 af]N8  ;fOk/d]ly|g 25 O{=;L= bf]>f]   

29 lanl;k  ;fOk/d]ly|g 10 O{=;L= t]]>f]   

30 lqml;k  ;fOk/d]ly|g 10 O{=;L= t]]>f]   

31 ;fOk/lx6  ;fOk/d]ly|g 10 O{=;L= t]>f]   

32 ;fOk]l/g  ;fOk/d]ly|g 10 O{=;L= t]>f]   

33 6«kmL  ;fOk/d]ly|g 25 O{=;L= bf]>f]   

34 :6fs{  ;fOk/d]ly|g 10 O{=;L= t]>f]   

35 ch{'g ;fOk/d]ly|g 10 O{=;L= t]>f]   

36 ?b|  ;fOk/d]ly|g 25 O{=;L= bf]>f]   

37 l;sf]l/g  ;fOk/d]ly|g 10 O{=;L= t]>f]   

38 l;sf]l/g  ;fOk/d]ly|g 25 O{=;L= bf]>f]   

39 ;d|f6  
;fOk/d]ly|g #Ü ± 

SjLgfnkm; @)Ü 
23 O{=;L= bf]>f] 

lrof afnLdf k|of]u 

ug{ lgif]w ul/Psf]  

40 ;fOSnf]g  
;fOk/d]ly|g #Ü ± 

SjLgfnkm; @)Ü 
23 O{=;L= bf]>f] 

lrof afnLdf k|of]u 

ug{ lgif]w ul/Psf]  

41 uf]uf– $)^ 
;fOk/d]ly|g #Ü ± 

SjLgfnkm; @)Ü 
23 O{=;L= bf]>f] 

lrof afnLdf k|of]u 

ug{ lgif]w ul/Psf]  

42 ;Nkm]s  ;fOˆn"ly|g 10 8An''=kL= t]]>f] 
hg:jf:Yo k|of]hgsf] 

nflu dfq k|of]u ug'{kg]{ 

43 ;Nˆofs )%) ;fOˆn'ly|g 5 O{=8Jn' bf]>f] 

O 8Jn' -Oil in water 
emulations_ 
hg:jf:Yodf k|of]u x'g] 

44 n]G;/ Pl;km]6 75 P;=lk II   

45 r]n]Gh–!) ;fOk/d]ly|g !)% 10 O=l;= III   

46 tfN;'–!) 8Jn'=lk= nfD8f ;fOxfnf]ly|g 10 8Jn'=lk= III 
hg:jf:Yo k|of]hgsf] 

nflu dfq k|of]u ug'{kg]{ 

47 lddfg 8fOSnf]/f]e; 76 O=l;= IB ;DjlGwt lhNnf 

48 s]–cf]ly|g ˆnf] 8]N8fd]ly|g 2=5 8Jn'=lk= II 
hg:jf:Yo k|of]hgsf] 

nflu dfq k|of]u ug'{kg]{ 

49 ˆnf; SjLgfnkmf]; 25 O=l;= II lrof jfnLdf k|of]u gug]{ 

50 s]n8fg $ lh 
sf/6fk 

xfO8«f]Snf]/fO8 
4 lh= II   



 

 

51 df;{n –@% O sfjf]{;Nkmfg 25 O=l;= II   

52 dfnflycg dfnflycg 50 O=l;= NH   

53 wg/fh Pl;km]6 75 P;=lk III   

54 h]d cNkmfd]ly|g 10 O=l;= II   

55 ls|6fk $ lh 
sf/6fk 

xfO8«f]Snf]/fO8 
4 lh= II   

56 6fOu/ 
6«fOhfkmf];–#% + 
8]N6fd]ly|g !  

36 O=l;= II   

57 PlSdly|g–!) ;fOk/d]ly|g  10 O=l;= III   

58 ls|km]g km]gefnf/]6 0=4 l8=lk= NH   

59 cGt 
Snf]/f]kfOl/kmf];–%) 

+ ;fOk/d]ly|g –% 
55 O=l;= II   

60 sf/fe]g 
sf/6fk 

xfO8«f]Snf]/fO8 
50 8Jn'=lk= II hg:jf:Yo 

61 b]ljkm]g @) km]gefnf/]6 20 P;=lk II   

62 Oun–$)% 
Olycg–$) + 

;fOk/d]ly|g –% 
45 O=l;= II   

63 b]lj ;fOk/–!) ;fOk/d]ly|g 10 O=l;= II   

64 ldu cNkmfd]ly|g 10 O=l;= II   

65 PlSdly|g ;fOk/d]ly|g 10 O=l;= II   

66 ;:q 8]N8fd]ly|g 2=8 O=l;= II   

67 ld8f;–@))) Old8fSnf]lk|8 17=8 O=l;= II   

68 b]ljjfg –@) Snf]/f]kfOl/kmf]; 20 O=l;= II   

69 b]ljgfg–#) 8fOldyf]P6 30 O=l;= II   

70 b]ljsf]n 8fOSnf]/f]e; 76 O=l;= IB ;DjlGwt lhNnf 

71 ljsf]g 
sf/6fk 

xfO8«f]Snf]/fO8 
4 lh= II   

72 cg'd]6 kmf]/]6 10 lh= IB ;DjlGwt lhNnf 

73 cg'ˆo'/fg ˆo'/f8g 3 lh= II   

74 j|]ef] 6«fOhfkmf]; 40 P;=Pn= IB ;DjlGwt lhNnf 

75 d'e 
6«fOhfkmf];–#% + 

8]N6fd]ly|g !  
36 O=l;=     

76 cNkmfKn; cNkmfd]ly|g 10 O=l;= II   

77 cg'8g 
sf/6fk 

xfO8«f]Snf]/fO8 
4 lh= II   

78 /f]u/ 8fOldyf]P6 30 O=l;= II   

79 s/]G6/ $)$ 6«fOhfkmf]; 40 O=l;= IB ;DjlGwt lhNnf 



 

 

80 6«Dksf8{–)=$÷l8=lk= k]mgefnf/]6 0=4   NH   

81 s]n8fg %)P;=lj= 
sf/6fk 

xfO8«f]Snf]/fO8 
50 P;=lk II   

82 b]ljdfN6–%) dfnflycg 50 O=l;= NH   

83 jfgl;k 
Snf]/f]kfOl/kmf];–%) 
+ ;fOk/d]ly|g –% 

50 O=l;= II   

84 ld;fOn %)% 
Snf]/f]kfOl/kmf];–%) 
+ ;fOk/d]ly|g –% 

55 O=l;= II   

85 b]lj ;Nkmfg–#% OG8f];Nkmfg 35 O=l;= II   

86 sf/fe]g Kn; 
sf/6fk 

xfO8«f]Snf]/fO8 
50 P;=lk II   

87 slDa l8=l6= 
6«fOhfkmf];–#% + 

8]N6fd]ly|g !  
36 O=l;= II   

88 b]lj ;fOlk|g–@% ;fOk/d]ly|g 25 O=l;= III   

89 cg' l8=l6=le=lj= 8fOSnf]/f]e; 76 O=l;= IB ;DjlGwt lhNnf 

90 cg' O08f];Nkmfg O08f];Nkmfg 35 O=l;= II   

91 cg' dfnflycg dfnflycg 50 O=l;= NH   

92 6f/hs 6«fOhf]kmf]; 40 O=l;= IB ;DjlGwt lhNnf 

93 8fo ˆo'/fg –# lh= ˆo'/f8g 3 lh= II   

94 8fOd]6–!)) 8fOSnf]/f]e; 76 O=l;= IB ;DjlGwt lhNnf 

95 kmf]/f6S; kmf]/]6 10 lh= IB ;DjlGwt lhNnf 

96 ls|;fg Snf]/f]kfOl/kmf]; 20 O=l;= II   

97 u'? cNkmf;fOk/d]lyg 10 O=l;= II   

98 b]ljjfg –!=% l8=lk= Snf]/f]kfOl/kmf]; 1=5 l8=lk=     

99 eflg; 8]N8fd]ly|g 2=5 8Jn'=lk= II hg:jf:Yo 

100 kGr cNkmf ;fOk/d]ly|g 5 8Jn'=lk= II hg:jf:Yo 

101 ;f]N8/ k|f]km]gf]; 50 O=l;= II   

102 sl/gf k|f]km]gf]; 50 O=l;= II   

103 l/df]g gf]dfn'/f]g 10 O=l;= III   

104 /s]6 
k|f]km]gf]; –$)%+ 
;fOk/d]ly|g–$ 

44 O=l;= II   

105 l/gf]ef yfOdf]yf]S;hfd 25 8Jn'=lh= III   

106 n'h ;Nkmfg O08f];Nkmfg 35 O=l;= II   

107 Snfl;s–@) Snf]/f]kfOl/kmf]; 20 O=l;= II   

108 s]ld8f Old8fSnf]lk|8 17=8 O=l;= II   

109 zlQm–!) ;fOk/d]ly|g 10 O=l;= II   



 

 

110 n'l;8–&% Pl;km]6 75 O=l;= IB ;DjlGwt lhNnf 

111 6«fOkmf]; 6«fOhfkmf]; 40 O=l;= II   

112 b]ljkm]g km]gefnf/]6 0=4 l8=lk=     

113 P6d Old8fSnf]lk|8 17=8 O=l;=     

114 ;/bf/ ;fOk/d]ly|g 10 O=l;= III   

115 Hjfnf 
Snf]/f]kfO/Lkmf];–%) 
+ ;fOk/d]ly|g –%% 

55 O=l;= II   

116 RoflDkog Old8fSnf]lk|8 17=8 O=l;= II   

117 d]lS;df yfOdf]yf]S;hfd 25 8Jn' lh III   

118 g'efg 8fOSnf]/f]e; 76 O=l;= IB ;DjlGwt lhNnf 

119 PS6]/f yfOdf]yf]S;hfd 25 8Jn'=lh= III   

120 :ofDa'; ;fOk/d]ly|g 25 O=l;= II   

121 s/f6]–% O=l;= nfD8f ;fOxfnf]ly|g 5 O=l;= II   

122 Ph]G6 Kn;   5 O=l;= II   

123 s|fOkmf]; k|f]km]gf]kmf]; 50 O=l;= II   

124 Plu|Snf]/ 8fOSnf]/f]e; 76 O=l;= IB ;DjlGwt lhNnf 

125 ;fO/s @% nfD8f ;fOxfnf]ly|g 10 8Jn'=lk= II hg:jf:Yo 

126 s|fO;]n O08f];Nkmfg 35 O=l;= II   

127 ls|l;k–!) ;fOk/d]ly|g 10 O=l;= II   

128 wgjfg–@) Snf]/f]kfOl/kmf]; 20 O=l;= II   

129 wg/fh–&% Pl;km]6 75 O=l;= III   

130 ;'k/ lsn/–@% ;fOk/d]ly|g 25 O=l;= II   

131 kmfOgjfg Snf]/f]kfOl/kmf]; 20 O=l;= II   

132 cf;f6km–&% P;=lk Pl;km]6 75 P;=lk III   

133 6f6fld8f Old8fSnf]lk|8 17=8 O=l;= II   

134 6f6f ;fOk/ ;fOk/d]ly|g 25 O=l;= II   

135 yfof]8fg O08f];Nkmfg 35 O=l;= II   

136 j]sf]g 
sf/6fk 

xfO8«f]Snf]/fO8 
4 lh= II   

137 ˆo'/f8g sfjf]{;Nkmfg 3 lh= II   

138 jfh/f–@% SjLgfnkmf]; 25 O=l;= II   

139 o"/f]sDjL 
Snf]/f]kfO/Lkmf];–%) 
+ ;fOk/d]ly|g –%% 

55 O=l;= II   

140 l;sf]]lycg %) O=l;= dfnflycg 50 O=l;= II   

141 l;sf]l/g–@% ;fOk/d]ly|g 25 O=l;= II   
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142 l;sf]l/g–!) ;fOk/d]ly|g 10 O=l;= II   

143 l;sf];Nkmfg O08f];Nkmfg 35 O=l;= II   

144 /f8f/ Snf]/f]kfO/Lkmf]; 20 O=l;= II   

145 km]gen l8=lk= km]gefnf/]6 0=4 l8=lk= NH   

146 km]gen l8=lk= km]gefnf/]6 20 O=l;= II   

147 dlgs Pl;6fdflk|8 20 P;=lk II   

148 lk|G; Pl;6fdflk|8 20 P;=lk II   

149 PSsf Pl;6fdflk|8 20 P;=lk II   

150 ls6uf8{ km]gefnf/]6 0=4 l8=lk= NH   

151 gfuKn; 
Snf]/f]kfO/Lkmf];–%) 
+ ;fOk/d]ly|g –%% 

55 O=l;= II   

152 ;fOk/Kn; ;fOk/d]ly|g 10 O=l;= II   

153 k]mg8f]gf–%%8Jn'=lk cNkmf;fOk/d]lyg 5 8Jn'=lk= II   

154 ;]lds sfjfl/n 50 8Jn'=lk= III   

155 k|f]Sn]e–%%lh= Odfdf]lS6h j]Ghf]P6 5 P;=lh II   

156 el6{lgs–!=( O=l;= Pjfd]lS6g  1=9 O=l;= II   

157 l;Ugf–% P;=lh= n'kmfg'/f]g 5=4 O=l;= III   

158 b]lejfg–!) lh=cf/= Snf]/f]kfOl/kmf[; 10 lh=cf/= II   

159 /]l6n lh+s kmf]:kmfO8 80 8Jn'=lk= IB ;DjlGwt lhNnf 

160 lqsf]g–!) 8Jn'=lk= nfD8f ;fOxfnf]ly|g 10 8Jn'=lk= II   

161 ?lj % 8Jn'=lk= cNkmf;fOk/d]lyg 10 8Jn'=lk= II hg:jf:Yo 

162 kfnL @=% 8Jn'=lk= 8]N8fd]ly|g 2=5 8Jn'=lk= II hg:jf:Yo 

163 gfu ;fOk/ ;fOk/d]ly|g 10 O=l;= III hg:jf:Yo 

164 gfukm]g km]gefnf/]6 20 O=l;= II   

165 gfuld8f Old8fSnf]lk|8 17=8 O=l;= II   

166 gfu]; Pl;km]6 75 P;=lk= II   

167 gfu s|fOkmf]; Snf]/f]kfOl/kmf]; 20 O=l;= II   

168 gfud]ly|g cNkmfd]ly|g 10 O=l;= II   

169 gfu;fO{k/  ;fOk/d]ly|g 25 O=l;= III   

170 gfukm]g km]gefnf/]6 0=4 O=l;= NH   

171 gflug SjLgfnkmf]; 25 O=l;= II   

172 gfu ;Nkmfg O08f];Nkmfg 35 O=l;= II   

173 lkmof]u cNkmf;fOk/d]lyg 10 8Jn'=lk= II hg:jf:Yo 

174 8'd 8fOSnf]/f]e; 76 O=l;= IB ;DjlGwt lhNnf 

              



 

 

 

 

 

9'zLgfzs M      
qm= 

;= 
Jofkfl/s gfd ;fdfGo gfd 

;lqmo tTjsf] 

dfqf % 
;ljGof; 

8An' Pr 

cf] ju{ 
zt{ -olb ePdf_ 

1 KnfG6 Pd $% DofGsf]h]j 75 8An'=kL= Pg=Pr= 
  

2 :k;{ Pd $% DofGsf]h]j 75 8An'=kL= Pg=Pr= 
  

3 lnof] Pd $% DofGsf]h]j 75 8An'=kL= Pg=Pr= 
  

4 lxGb':tfg Pd–$% DofGsf]h]a  75 8An'=kL= Pg=Pr= 
  

5 ;nkm]S;  ;Nkm/ 80 8An'=kL= Pg=Pr= 
  

6 OG;fkm ;Nkm/ 80 8Jn'=lk= Pg=Pr= 
  

7 Pl/;Nkm ;Nkm/ 80 8An'=kL= Pg=Pr= 
  

8 ;Nkmf Kn; ;Nkm/ 80 8An'=kL= Pg=Pr= 
  

9 z]o/ ;Nkm/ 40 P;=;L= Pg=Pr= 
  

10 ;'k/ ;Nkm  ;Nkm/ 80 8An'=kL= Pg=Pr= 
  

11 l;tf/f x]Shfsf]gfhf]h 5 8Jn'=lk= Pg=Pr= 
  

12 ls|hf]n x]Shfsf]gfhf]h 5 8Jn'=lk= Pg=Pr= 
  

13 sDkm6{ x]Shfsf]gfhf]h 5 8Jn'=lk= Pg=Pr= 
  

14 o'lgnS; 
d]6fnflS;n–* + 
DofGsf]h]j–^$ 

72 8Jn'=lk= Pg=Pr= 
  

15 o"y]g] Pd–$% Dofgsf]h]j 75 8Jn'=lk= Pg=Pr= 
  

16 OG;fkm ;Nkm/ 80 8Jn'=lk= Pg=Pr= 
  

17 ;fkm 
sfj]{G8flhd–!@ + 
DofGsf]h]j–^# 

75 8Jn'=lk= Pg=Pr= 
  

18 h6fo' Snf]/f]yfnf]lgn 75 8Jn'=lk= Pg=Pr= 
  



 

 

19 ;fOnflS;n Pd h]6–&@ 
d]6fnflS;n–* + 

DofGsf]h]j–^$ 
72 8Jn'=lk= Pg=Pr= 

  

20 6«sf]k sk/ clS;Snf]/fO8 50 8Jn'=lk= Pg=Pr= 
  

21 sDj]lgod 
sfj]{G8flhd–!@ + 

DofGsf]h]j–^# 
75 8Jn'=lk= Pg=Pr= 

  

22 Dof8sf] 
d]6fnflS;n–* + 
DofGsf]h]j–^$ 

72 8Jn'=lk= Pg=Pr= 
  

23 O08f]lkmn–Pg $% Dofgsf]h]j 75 8Jn'=lk= Pg=Pr= 
  

24 O08f]lkmn–h]6 &* lhg]j 75 8Jn'=lk= Pg=Pr= 
  

25 wg'sf Pd–$% Dofgsf]h]j 75 8Jn'=lk= Pg=Pr= 
  

26 wgsf]k sk/ clS;Snf]/fO8 50 8Jn'=lk= Pg=Pr= 
  

27 l;tf/f x]Shfsf]gfhf]h 5 O=l;= Pg=Pr= 
  

28 j]glkmn sfj]{G8flhd 50 8Jn'=lk= Pg=Pr= 
  

29 lqmNoflS;n Pd h]8 &@ 
d]6fnflS;n–* + 
DofGsf]h]j–^$ 

72 8Jn'=lk= Pg=Pr= 
  

30 ls|hf]n x]Shfsf]gfhf]h 5 O=l;= Pg=Pr= 
  

31 efO6fEofS; @)) lj  
sfjf]{lShg–

!&+ly/fd–!& 
34 8Jn'=lk= Pg=Pr= 

  

32 8\o"6 
d]6fnflS;n–* + 
DofGsf]h]j–^$ 

72 8Jn'=lk= Pg=Pr= 
  

33 sDkm6{ x]Shfsf]gfhf]h 5 8Jn'=lk= Pg=Pr= 
  

34 cg'ldn– M &@ 
d]6fnflS;n–* + 
DofGsf]h]j–^$ 

72 8Jn'=lk= Pg=Pr= 
  

35 cg'li6g sfj]{G8flhd 50 8Jn'=lk= Pg=Pr= 
  

36 u]nflS; 
d]6fnflS;n–* + 
DofGsf]h]j–^$ 

72 8Jn'=lk= Pg=Pr= 
  

37 b]jL bofn–Pd–$% Dofgsf]h]j 75 8Jn'=lk= Pg=Pr= 
  

38 DofShLd 
sfj]{G8flhd–!@ + 

DofGsf]h]j–^# 
75 8Jn'=lk= Pg=Pr= 

  

39 wfg'lS;n 
d]6fnflS;n–* + 
DofGsf]h]j–^$ 

72 8Jn'=lk= Pg=Pr= 

  



 

 

40 b]lj ;Nkm/–*)8Jn' lk= ;Nkm/ 80 8Jn'=lk= Pg=Pr= 
  

41 ls–j]l:6g sfj]{G8flhd 50 8Jn'=lk= Pg=Pr= 
  

42 sGSj]/ x]Shfsf]gfhf]h 5 O=l;= Pg=Pr= 
  

43 n'h]d–$% DofGsf]h]j 75 8Jn'=lk= Pg=Pr= 
  

44 b]lj ly/fd–&% ly/fd 75 8Jn'=lk= Pg=Pr= 
  

45 Dof6sf]–*–^$ 
d]6fnflS;n–* + 
DofGsf]h]j–^$ 

72 8Jn'=lk= Pg=Pr= 
  

46 l/NoflShg++#% d]6fnflS;n 35 8Jn'=lk= Pg=Pr= 
  

47 l/NoflShg &@ 8Jn' lk= 
d]6fnflS;n–* + 
DofGsf]h]j–^$ 

72 8Jn'=lk= Pg=Pr= 
  

48 Pu|Llyg Pd –$% DofGsf]lhj 75 8Jn'=lk= Pg=Pr= 
  

49 Jn'sk/ sk/ clS;Snf]/fO8   8Jn'=lk= Pg=Pr= 
  

50 ser Snf]/f]yfnf]lgn 75 8Jn'=lk= Pg=Pr= 
  

51 Pljs Pd –$% DofGsf]h]j 75 8Jn'=lk= Pg=Pr= 
  

52 yfof]le6 
dfOqmf]gfOH8 

j]6j]jn 
80 8Jn'=lk= Pg=Pr= 

  

53 l/8f]ldn Pd h]8 –&@ 
d]6fnflS;n–* + 
DofGsf]h]j–^$ 

72 8Jn'=lk= Pg=Pr= 
  

54 JnfO6S;– %) sk/ clS;Snf]/fO8 50 8Jn'=lk= Pg=Pr= 
  

55 8]/f];fn sfj]{G8flhd 50 8Jn'=lk= Pg=Pr= 
  

56 PG6«fsf]n k|f]lkg]j 70 8Jn'=lk= Pg=Pr= 
  

57 8}Ghf]n x]Shfsf]gfhf]h 5 8Jn'=lk= Pg=Pr= 
  

58 6«'sf]k sk/ clS;Snf]/fO8 50 8Jn'=lk= Pg=Pr= 
  

59 kf]ln/fd d]l6/fd 70 8Jn'=lk= Pg=Pr= 
  

60 l6N6–@% O=;L+ k|f]lksf]gfhf]n 25 8Jn'=lk= Pg=Pr= 
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61 :s6 Pd $% DofGsf]h]j 75 8Jn'=lk= Pg=Pr= 
  

62 :sf]/ 8fOlkmgfhf]n 25 8Jn'=lk= Pg=Pr= 
  

63 gfuhf]n x]Shfsf]gfhf]h 5 8Jn'=lk= Pg=Pr= 
  

64 ;'o{{ Pd $% DofGsf]h]j 75 8Jn'=lk= Pg=Pr= 
  

65 
;"of{lS;n uf]N8 Pd h]8 

&@ 

d]6fnflS;n–* + 
DofGsf]h]j–^$ 

72 8Jn'=lk= Pg=Pr= 
  

emf/kftgfzs M      
qm= 

;= 
Jofkfl/s gfd ;fdfGo gfd 

;lqmo tTjsf] 

dfqf % 
;ljGof; 

8An' Pr 

cf] ju{ 
zt{ -olb ePdf_ 

1 hf]N6  Jo"6fSnf]/ 50 O{=;L= Pg=Pr=   
2 xG6/   Jo"6fSnf]/ 50 O{=;L= Pg=Pr=   
3 cg'Sn]/ Jo"6fSnf]/ 50 lh=cf/= Pg=Pr=   
4 cg'Snf]/ Jo"6fSnf]/ 50 O{=l;= Pg=Pr=   
5 j]6f Jo"6fSnf]/ 50 O{=l;= Pg=Pr=   
6 lNsg ck UnfO{kmf];]6 41 P;=Pn= Pg=Pr=   
7 clS;uf]N8 clS;km\nf]/km]g 23=5 O{=l;= Pg=Pr=   
8 cnlsn UnfO{kmf];]6 41 P;=Pn= Pg=Pr=   
9 Unfl8P6/ UnfO{kmf];]6 41 P;=Pn= Pg=Pr=   
10 cnlSno/ UnfO{kmf];]6 41 P;=Pn= Pg=Pr=   
11 j]6f -lj_ %) Jo"6fSnf]/ % lh=cf/= Pg=Pr=   
12 /;fogSnf]/ Jo"6fSnf]/ 50 O{=;L= Pg=Pr=   

13 s]=8L= 
 2 $ 8L ;f]8Lod 

;fN6 
50 O{=;L= Pg=Pr= 

  

14 ;fyL Jo"6fSnf]/ 50 O{=;L= Pg=Pr=   

15 o""lgSjf6 kf/Sjf68fOSnf]/fO8 24 P;=Pn= Pg=Pr=   

16 ckm;]6 k|]l6nfSnf]/ 50 O{=;L= Pg=Pr=   

17 lk|G; k|]l6nfSnf]/ 50 O{=;L= Pg=Pr=   
18 :6k k]lG8d]yflng 30 O{=;L= Pg=Pr=   
19 UnfOkmf]; UnfO{kmf];]6 41 P;=Pn= Pg=Pr=   
20 l/lkm6 k|]l6nfSnf]/ 50 O{=;L= Pg=Pr=   
21 /;foglhg P6«flhg 50 8An'=lk= Pg=Pr=   
22 u|fdf]S;h'g kf/Sjf68fOSnf]/fO8 24 P;=Pn= Pg=Pr=   
23 6«fk Jo"6fSnf]/ 50 O{=;L= Pg=Pr=   



 

 

24 ;'o{Snf]/ Jo"6fSnf]/ 50 O{=;L= Pg=Pr=   
 

 

d';fgf;s 

qm= 

;= 
Jofkfl/s gfd ;fdfGo gfd 

;lqmo tTjsf] 

dfqf % 
;ljGof; 

8An' Pr 

cf] ju{ 
zt{ -olb ePdf_ 

1 ¥of6f]n lhÍ km:kmfO{8 *) 8An'=kL= 
klxnf] 

lj= 
  

2 lhÍ km:kmfO{8 lhÍ km:kmfO{8 *)  8An'=kL= 
klxnf] 

lj= 
  

3 l;Gkm;  lhÍ km:kmfO{8 *)  8An'=kL= 
klxnf] 

lj= 
  

4 lhÍ km;  lhÍ km:kmfO{8 *) 8An'=kL= 
klxnf] 

lj= 
  

5 ¥of6Ln  lhÍ km:kmfO{8 *) 8An'=kL= 
klxnf] 

lj= 
  

6 sdf08f]  lhÍ km:kmfO{8 *) 8An'=kL= 
klxnf] 

lj= 
  

7 Sofr lhÍ km:kmfO{8 @) cf/=aL= 
klxnf] 

lj= 
  

8 ¥of6f]S; j|f]dfl8cf]nf]g )=% cf/=aL= Pg=Pr=   

9 ¥of6f]lgn j|f]dfl8cf]nf]g )=% cf/=aL= Pg=Pr=   

h}ljs ljiffbL      

qm= ;= Aofkfl/s gfd ;fdfGo gfd 
;lqmo tTjsf] 

dfqf % 
;ljGof; 

8An'=Pr= 

cf]= au{ 
zt{ -olb ePdf_ 

1 jfof] s]o/ okm 6«fOsf]8df{ lel/8L !=!% 
8An'= 

kL= 
Pg=Pr=   

2 xN6  
j]l;n; 

y'l/glholG;; 
— 

8An'= 

kL= 
Pg=Pr=   

3 JoflS6;fO8 

j]l;n; 

y'l/glholG;; 

O;/fOnlG;; 

— 
8An'= 

kL= 
Pg=Pr=   

4 jfof]n]k 

j]l;n; 

y'l/glholG;; 

s|':6fsL 

— 
8An'= 

kL= 
Pg=Pr=   

5 afof] kfj/ Jo'e]l/of Jofl;ofgf  !=!%  
8An'= 

kL= 
Pg=Pr=   

6 lglDjl;l8g Phfl8/]lS6g )=)# O=l;= Pg=Pr=   

7 cf]hf]lgd lqz'n Phfl8/]lS6g )=% O=l;= Pg=Pr=   

8 jfof] Sof]/ lj= 
l;p8f]df]gf; 

km\nf]/]G;]; 
!=&% O=l;= Pg=Pr=   

9 jfjf Jo'e]l/of Jofl;ofgf  !=!%  
8An'= 

kL= 
Pg=Pr=   



 

 

10 lg;uf{ 6«fOsf]8df{ lel/8L != 8An'= kL= Pg=Pr=   

11 :k;f{ 
l;p8f]df]gf; 

km\nf]/]G;]; 
!=&% O=l;= Pg=Pr=   

12 dlN6lgdf]/ Phfl8/]lS6g !=!%  
8An'= 

kL= 
Pg=Pr=   

13 dlN6lgd Phfl8/]lS6g )=)# O=l;= Pg=Pr=   

cGo       

qm= ;= Aofkfl/s gfd ;fdfGo gfd 
;lqmo tTjsf] 

dfqf % 
;ljGof; 

8An'=Pr= 

cf]= au{ 
zt{ -olb ePdf_ 

2 /LSjLd 6df{O6 j]6  Snf]/f]ˆo"/fhf]g )=!  rf/f Pg=Pr= wld/fgfzs 

3 ljN6h]d  d]6nl8xfO8 !=% lkn]6; Pg=Pr= 
lrKn]sL/f, 

z+v]sL/fgfzs 

4 Knf06f]dfO{l;g 

:6«]K6f]dfO{l;g ;Nkm]6 

(Ü + 6]6«f;fOSnLg 

xfO{8«f]Snf]/fO{8 !Ü 

!) 8An'=kL= Pg=;L ;+sf0f'gfzs 

5 ls|;g PhL 

:6«]6f]dfOl;g ;Nkm]6 

(Ü ± 6]6«f;fOlSng 

xfO8«f]Snf]/fO8 !Ü  

!) 8An'=kL= Pg=Pr ;+sf0f'gfzs 

6 cf]dfO{6 k|f]k/hfO6 %& O=l;= t]>f] ;'n;'n]gfzs 

7 sf]n]g]n P; 8fOsf]kmf]n !*=% O=l;= t]>f] ;'n;'n]gfzs 

8 ljkm]n]S; l6=;L= ljkm]gly|g 2=5 O=l;= bf]>f] wld/fgfzs 

9 l;Djf k|f]k/hfO6 %& O=l;= t]>f] ;'n;'n]gfzs 

              

 
)^%÷&÷#) ;Ddsf] ljj/0f     

l;=g+= 
ljiffbLsf] gfd Jofkf/Ls gfd ;fdfGo gfd    

1 
sL6gfzs 

170 38 
   

2 
9'lz gfzs 

49 12 
   

3 
d';fgfzs 

8 2 
   

4 
emf/kftgfzs 

5 2 
   

5 
h}ljs ljiffbL 

5 1 
   

6 
cGo 

5 3 
   

7 
hDdf 

242 58 
   

 



 

 

 

  Banned pesticides of Nepal 
SN. Name of the pesticides Remarks 

1 Chlrodane,  Persistent Organic Pollutants (POPs) 

2 DDT,  Persistent Organic Pollutants (POPs) 

3 Aldrin,  Persistent Organic Pollutants (POPs) 

4 Dialdrin,  Persistent Organic Pollutants (POPs) 

5 Endrin,  Persistent Organic Pollutants (POPs) 

6 Toxaphane,  Persistent Organic Pollutants (POPs) 

7 Mirex,  Persistent Organic Pollutants (POPs) 

8 Heptachlor,   

9 BHC,   

10 Lindane,   

11 Phosphamidane,   

12 Organomercury fungicides   

13 Methyl Parathion,   

14 Monocrotophos  

 

 


